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MARKET ASSESSMENT Or PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEMS FOR
AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS IN NIGERIA
Executive Summary
Objectives
The Photovoltaic Stand-Alone Applications Project Office of NASA/Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, is conducting an assessment of the market
for remote photovoltaic (PV) power systems in worldwide agriculture for the
U.S. Department of Energy. The study is to identify PV applications and
countries with a high sales potential so that industry may develop appropriate
market strategies. The applications considered are those requiring less than
15KW of power and operating in a stand-alone configuration without back-up
power. In such applications, cost-competitiveness is based on a comparison
with conventional gasoline and diesel power sources. This specific study
assessed the market for PV in the Nigerian agricultural sector and in rural
services.
The objective of the study was to determine for a number of applications
the first year of cost-competitiveness, to estimate the market potential there-
after, and to discuss the environment in which PV systems would be marketed
and employed. Emphasis is placed on stand-alone applications that are com-
petitive prior to 1986.
The following market elements specific to Nigeria are addressed in the
report:
• Level of interest, awareness and experience with PV power systems.
• Estimates of potential market size for PV power applications in the
agriculture sector.
• Operating and cost characteristics of gasoline and diesel power
systems that will compete with PV.
• National energy, agriculture and development goals, programs and
policies which will influence PV sales.
• Appropriate financing mechanisms and capital available for PV system
purchases.
• Investment climate for U.S. companies and appropriate methods for
conducting business in the country.
Study Approach
The market study for PV in worldwide agriculture was conducted by DHR,
Incorporated, with Associates in Rural Development, Inc., as subcontractor.
This report on Nigeria is the fourth in the case study series on PV applications
in agriculture. The scope of these studies include livestock, forestry,
fisheries, crop production, and rural services.
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Representatives from DHR, Incorporated, Associates in Rural Development, Inc.,
and NASA/Lewis Research Center conducted a month-long study in Nigeria
during February 1981. The major activities of the team were a series of
meetings with Nigerian energy, agriculture, economic, financial, business
and policy experts to obtain current development and policy data and an
evaluation of factors important to introducing PV power systems into the
agriculture sector. Over 50 people were interviewed and appropriate sources
of printed information were utilized. Site visits were made to obtain power
requirements and energy use profile data for several agricultural applications.
In addition to data collection, the team members gave presentations on PV
systems, and distributed sets of brochures consisting of advertising material
obtained from U.S. PV companies and from U.S. government sources.
The information gathered served as a data base to characterize the
environment in which PV systems would be marketed and used. Data on appli-
cations was used to identify cost-competitive end-uses. The potential mar-
ket size estimate was based on development plans, availability of finance,
business environment, cost comparisons and other factors. The market potential
for the following five years was estimated.
Nigeria Overview and Development Plans
Nigeria has a population greater than 80 million which makes it the most
populous country in Africa, as well as the most economically and politically
important Black African nation. Nigeria's financial resources are derived
mainly from petroleum exports with oil revenues exceeding $16 billion last
year. Agriculture is the second largest element of the Nigerian economy
(18% of GDP). Given the Nigerian petroleum revenues, the U.S. balance of
trade-deficit ($9.6 billion in 1980) and the desire by both the private and
public sector in Nigeria for more U.S. technology and trade, the atmosphere
for development and investment opportunities clearly exists.
The major thrust of the Nigerian government's 5-year development plan
(1981-85) is the agricultural/rural sector. Formerly a net food producer,
now a net importer, Nigeria has embarked on a "Green Revolution Plan" to
dramatically increase agricultural productivity, to provide amenities to im-
prove the quality of life in rural areas, and in general to support small
land holders through numerous programs focused on integrated rural development.
Present plans of the Federal Government commit $14 billion to the agricultural
sector between 1981 and 198x. Additional funding is available from Nigerian
commercial and merchants banks, which must annually commit 8 and 5 percent,
respectively, of their loan portfolios to agricultural investments at preferred
interest rates. Limited World Bank funds are also available. Table 1
summarizes the anticipated funding levels to the agricultural sector.
In general, emphasis will be placed upon further development of Nigerian
infrastructure, through provision of water supply systems, rural electrification,
roads, etc. Nigeria has formulated ambitious development plans which are
highly dependent upon expected oil revenues. The present reduction in world
oil demand may dampen development expectations due to reduced oil revenues.
Development efforts, and hence business opportunities are directly related to
oil revenues.
viii
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Table 1
Agriculture Development Funding Levels
1981-1985
Program ($ Million)
Crop Production* 5,400
Food crop 117
Tree crop 446
Agriculture inputs 1,749
Agriculture crops 117
Rural development 1,044
Agricultural Mechanization*
Tractor purchases 142
Agro-service cente.-:s 189
Implement development 45
Crop Storage* 180
Institutional Agriculture Development 1,348
Water Resources Program* 1,663
Boreholes* 187
Livestock Development	 432
Fishery Production 	 156
*Indicate: that additional state funds will be made available.
SOURCE: Outline of the Fourth National Development Plan, Federal Ministry
of Planning, Lagos, Nigeria, 1980.
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Although Nigeria is a major oil producer, energy in the rural areas
is often scarce and 2 to 3 times more expensi%e than the government posted
prices of $1.15/gallon for gasoline and $0.90/gallon for diesel. Plans are
underway to inereaoe oil supply into rural areas, but it is expected that
shortages and high prices will continue for many years. Electricity is
available in major urban centers from the National Electric Power Authority,
although service is often unreliable.
Rural electrification is occurring slowly with only 60% of the country
expected to be grid-connected by the year 2000. Rural areas are served by
diesel and gasoline generators, which have severe maintenance and reliability
problems in addition to frequent unavailability of fuel and spare parts.
Potential PV Agricultural Applications
In Nigeria, a number of agricultural/rural development applications that
could use PV power systems were identified. The factors used in the search
were:
• Relevance to Green Revolution Plan and other national development
plans.
• Level of production and importance of the product or service supplied.
• Type of operation and its adaptability to a PV power sources.
• Extent of use and mechanization of the operation.
• Size of conventional power unit required for a typical operation.
The feasibility analysis of individual applications included life-cycle
cost comparisons. PV systems costs were based on the PV cost projections of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's "1980 Photovoltaic Systems Development Program
Summary Documents," which were the most complete and up-to-date projections
of stand-alone PV costs available. Actual conventional (gas or diesel) system
data for Nigeria in 1981 were the basis for conventional system coats in the
life-cycle comparisons. The parameters used in the economic analysis of PV
and conventional power systems in Nigeria are list-d below in Table 2.
The applications identified cover a wide range of power requirements (100
w to 10 kw) with diverse load profiles and varying operating environments.
The applications cover micro-irrigation and village water supply, crop milling,
grinding and storage, veterinary and health centers, agriculture extension
services, and small ice plants. It is very likely that most other agricultural
related applications will fall within the operating and cost characteristics of the
selected applications.
Table 3 indicates the estimated power rating and the probable demand
for several applications judged to have high potential for utilization of
PV power systems.
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Table 2
Cost Analysis Assumptions
Current Business
r
91
Discount Rate
Life of Diesel/gasoline
sets
Fuel cost (diesel/gasoline)
Fuel Escalation rate
PV system lifetime
Labor cost
PV
Conventional.
12•
5,000 hrs.
$0.90, 1.15/gal.
3•
20 yrs.
$2.00/hr.
$4.00/hr.
1. Diesel Engine	 1KW	 2KW	 3KW	 4KW	 5KW	 8KW
Cost ($1980)	 2,200	 3,600	 4,840	 5,670	 6,840	 8,500
Fuel Consump-	 0.26	 0.33	 0.37	 0.43	 0.52	 0.64
tion gal/hr.
at full load
2. PV System Costs " 	 198G	 1981.	 1984	 1986	 1988	 1990
$/Wp (in $1980)	 20.85	 11.73	 9.14	 6.55	 5.28	 4.40
inclusive of
batteries
3. Average daily insolation • 390 langleys.
4. O&M for PV systems a 0.02 hours/KWp/Operating day
5. 0&M for diesel systems - 0.15 hours/hour of operation.
*Source: JPL, 1980 Photovoltaic Program Summary Document
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Other PV Markets
Although the present NASA/DOE market study in Nigeria concentrated on
potential market applications in the agriculture and rural development sectors,
it was apparent that an effective demand for PV systems already exists in other
application areas or is likely to develop in the medium term.
Examples of these applications include:
• Electricity for remotely located local government centers and
other public buildings;
• Communications systems power supplies in both public and private
sectors;
• Rural TV receivers, battery chargers, and packaged domestic power
systems;
• Cathodic protection systems.
Despite the limited experience with PV s:items in Nigeria, a substantial
market potential exists because of the promise of greater reliablity and
convenience of PV in comparison with systems now in use. In order to be
accepted, PV systems must demonstrate this advantage effectively. Because
of the lack of trained engineers, system assemblers and technicians, it will
be necessary for PV companies to provide complete systems (as opposed to
providing just the modules and conditioning equipment, for example) as well
as service guarantees.
Potential for PV Use
The potential for utilization of PV systems in the Nigerian agriculture
sector is high based upon the results of a cost analysis performed on the
agricultural applications. The market size estimates are based upon this cost-
analysis which predicts the year in which PV systems are expected to be
competitive with conventional power systems. The cost comparison shows that
in the rajority of agriculture applications analyzed, PV systems become
competitive (on a life cycle cost-basis) in the 1982-1983 timeframe. The
two major factors influencing PV competitiveness are the poor lifetime for
diesels (2-4 years in Nigeria) and the lowered cost of PV cells in future years.
The market estimates for PV were calculated using two scenarios: a "current
business" base case and an "increased promotional activity" case. These two
cases were used to allow variations in how the institutional factors will effect
development of the PV market. The base case assumes a continuation of current
business practices with no increased PV market development activity. The in-
creased activity case assumes aggressive marketing by PV companies, an early
successful PV demonstration, a healthy Nigerian economy, and a general increase
in PV related activity.
Market estimates were dezived for the two cases by factoring in institutional
and non-cost factors. Table 4 is an estimate of the future PV mark,:t, based
on life-cycle cost comparisons and other factors.
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Current Level of Awareness and Entrepreneurial Interest in PV Svstems
The level of knowledge about PV systems is in general very low throughout
Nigeria. The most knowledgeable individuals interviewed were university and
agricultural ministry personnel. The Ministry of Science and Technology appears
to have the highest degree of understanding of PV systems within Nigeria.
Limited awareness of PV systems is part of an overall low level of awareness
about energy systems in general. Thus, a major problem in developing a PV
market in Nigeria will be the development of an understanding of the potential
of PV and PV system applications.
Almost all groups interviewed indicated that a key to development of the
PV market in Nigeria will be installation of operational-size demonstrations
with high visibility. If these demonstrations are successful, the purchase
of PV systems would probably follow. Capital cost, although a factor, did
not appear to be the major determinant if the demonstrations proved successful.
Reliability and low maintenance factors were perhaps the most critical issues.
Some form of cost-sharing will most likely be the quickest route to demonstration
of PV capabilities.
Little current entrepreneurial interest in photovoltaics in Nigeria was
found. However, in the instances where businessmen came to understand PV
systems and their potential, a large degree of interest was generated. This
level of interest in PV will be directly related to the technical feasibility
of PV systems operating in Nigeria and the potential for profit.' In general,
Nigerian businessmen are interested in entering into partnerships with American
businessmen.
To date, PV activities have been limited to preliminary operations by two
U.S. PV firms with Nigerian partners and a French PV manufacturer. Given that
no major PV system sales have occurred, the low level of entrepreneurial
interest is understandable. However, based on numerous dicussions, it is
believed that once the general level of understanding is raised, greater
entreprenurial interest will arise.
Capital Availability Issues
Interviews with representatives of a number of private and government
financial institutions were held to assess the attitudes of the financial
community toward photovoltaic systems. There was a general willingness
of high officials to consider photovoltaic systems for loans. At the loan
analyst level, however, there was a sense of skepticism as to how photovoltaics
would pass the loan criteria analysis. There is almost no use of life cycle
cost analysis techniques so that the following factors are impediments:
• High initial capital cost of PV systems;
• Lack of information and operating experience for photovoltaics systems;
and
• Lack of credibility that photovoltaics will have a sal,-s and service
infrastructure in Nigeria.
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Capital for early PV system purchase is expected to be available from three
sources; 1) the federal governments 2) the state government; and 3) private
sources. of these three, federal funds will be available first, followed closely
by private funds (currently available if packaged systems were available) and
lastly state funds. Private sources of capital are the most difficult to
estimate. However, they are assumed to be large, judging by the high demand
for luxury consumer items in Nigeria. Capital available to states is in part
a function of the national development plan. Total capital expenditure
budgets for the 19 states over the next five years is approximately $50.4 billion.
Approximately $10 billion of this will go for water and rural development projects.
Federal funding would be available for PV systems if PV systems are demonstrated,
have high reliability, and meet some measure of cost-competitiveness.
Summary of Barriers and Incentives to PV Sales
Nigeria presents a mixture of incentives and disincentives to PV use.
Whereas the federal government has no explicit policies on alternative energy,
there are a variety of government policies, business and financial practices,
which affect PV system utilization. The factors which act as incentives to
the use of PV systems in agriculture include:
1) The availability of capital in the form of low-cost credit for
agriculture, e.g., $14 billion during 1981-1985 for the Green Revolution
Plan. Investment capital for agricultural sector projects will
be primarily available from the Nigerian Agriculture and Cooperative
Bank and the private merchants bank. Initial PV project funding will
most likely be by the federal government.
2) Commitment of federal government to assisting small-scale agriculture
and rural development, through supply of input factors including
energy and the provision of basic amenities in the rural sector (i.e.,
potable water, agriculture produce grinding and storage).
3) The limited rural utility grid and the probability for slowed rural
electrification program. f;igh costs of rural electrification ($35,000/km)
combined with demand out-stripping supply in urban areas are primary
reasons for Nigerian officials' lowered expectations for rural
electrification.
4) The low maintenance aspect of PV systems in a nation plagued by
maintenance problems for conventional energy systems. Officials
of all levels of government reported severe problems with maintenance
and spare parts for engine generator sets.
Disincentives are:
1) The relatively cheap and stable price of oil in urban areas, although
price and availability varies significantly in remote rural areas;
2) The existence of a general unfamiliarity with PV technology and successful
PV demonstrations;
3) Conservatism towards "unproven" technologies which PV is perceived
to be;
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4) The possibility of foreign competition, particularly from the French,
Germans and Japanese, with the French currently active in the area
and the others monitoring the situation. (This is a plus if
competition raises awareness and fosters more demonstrations),
5) The lack of distribution, parts and service networks for PV1 un-
availability of -killed labor is an especially critical factor.
Business Environment
There are difficulties that will be encountered by U.S. firms doing
business in Nigeria that are not particular to PV. It is necessary to find
reliable, well connected Nigerian partners and to establish good working
relationships with federal and state government officials since their agencies
do most of the purchasing. Representatives of U.S. firms should have the
authority and ability to quote prices and enter into contracts without undue delay.
Representatives must be prepared to follow-up initial contacts prior to sales
and be prepared to provide service and technical follow-through for installation
and maintenance. The U.S. Embassy staff in Nigeria and the U.S. Consulate in
Kaduna are very supportive of well organized efforts by U.S. firms to penetrate
the Nigerian market.
rnnclvainna
If present U.S. PV development practices continue, the future market
for PV power systems in the Nigerian agricultural sector will be large. The
most important local factors are the availability of investment capital and
the premium placed on high reliability, low maintenance systems. The market
will be primarily small government funded power and communications projects
with some sales going to affluent individuals and corporations. The market
for larger systems would develop in the 1982-83 period and beyond, or as soon
as integrated PV systems become competitive and cre available.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The United States National Photovoltaic (PV) Program has been established
by the U.S. Department of Energy (U.S. DOE) to evolve PV power systems to the
economic marketing stage where they can contribute significantly to the U.S.
energy requirements by the end of this decade. Ongoing research, development
and demonstrations are directed at achieving major system cost reductions and
field experience with PV power systems. The program is managed by the U.S. DOE
and consists of several project offices, one of which is the Photovoltaic
Stand-Alone Applications Project Office at NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleve-
land, Ohio. This project office is conducting international market assessments
to ascertain whether stand-alone PV power systems can provide useful and
economically productive power for various applications in developing countries
during the next several years. This report on Nigeria is the fourth in a
series on PV applications in agriculture (Philippines, Mexico, and Morocco).
1.2 Objectives
The types of potential photovoltaic applications considered in this study
are those requiring less than 15KW of power and operating in a stand-alone
configuration without back-up power. These applications include: irrigation,
rural water supply, post-harvest operations, food and fiber processing and
storage, and livestock operations. A team composed of representatives from
NASA-Lewis Research Center, DHR, Incorporated, and Associates in Rural Development,
Inc. visited Nigeria during January and February 1981. The purpose of this
report is to provide an assessment of the market for stand-alone photovoltaic
systems in Nigerian agriculture.
During the course of the team's visit it also became apparent that some
rural sector non-agricultural applications may represent a significant PV market
in Nigeria. Some of these are potable water supplies, health and education
centers, and communications stations. This report considers these applications,
although in considerably less detail than those in agriculture.
This study proposes to identify applications with high PV sales potential
so that photovoltaic suppliers and distributors may develop appropriate marketing
strategies. The market analysis provides the following essential information
for Nigeria:
1-1
• Level of interest, awareness and experience with PV power systems,
• Estimates of potential market size for PV power applications in
the agriculture sector,
s Operating and cost characteristics of gasoline and diesel power
systems that compete with PV,
• Energy, agriculture and national development goals, programs and policies
which will influence PV sales,
Appropriate financing mechanisms and capital available for PV system
purchases,
• Investment climate for U.S. companies and appropriate methods for
conducting business in the country.
In addition to the data collection activities, the team members gave
presentations on current applications of PV energy systems to a wide variety
of audiences, including a major international trade fair. They also distributed
sets of brochures consisting of technical and promotional material obtained
from PV companies and from U.S. Government sources.
1.3 Study Approach
The approach consists of a focused data collection effort in the country
followed by a detailed analysis and a market assessment based on this data.
This process is described in greater detail below.
1.3.1 Nigerian Information and Data Base
The major activity of the team members was a series of meetings with a
variety of Nigerian experts to obtain current data and their evaluations of
factors important to introducing PV power systems in agriculture. Site
visits were also made to obtain power requirements and energy usage profile
data for several agricultural applications. Agencies and individuals
contacted include businessmen, officials and scientists at the following:
• Ministries of Agriculture--Federal and State Governments
• Ministries of Rural Development--Federal and State Governments
• Ministry of Health
• River Basin Development Authorities
• Nigerian Electric Power Authority
• University Research Centers and Independent Research Institutes
• Weather Bureau
• Banks -- Central, Development, Merchants and Commercial
• U.S. and International Aid Organizations
• Energy Systems Distributors
• Agricultural Machinery Dealers and Associations
• World Bank Regional Agricultural Projects
• Farmers and Agribusiness
1-2
Appendix A gives the names and addresses of about 50 individuals who
were interviewed during the Nigerian visit. A cautionary word is needed about
statistical data in Nigeria; data are generally incomplete and limited in scope
and availability. The following points should be kept in mind with respect
to statistics and data collection within Nigeria:
1) Data on demographics varies widely. All current population estimates
and projections are derived from the 1963 census which was contro-
versial.
2) Internal commercial and trade statistics are poor. Much of Nigeria's
rural economic activity is subsistence level in nature, making it
difficult to measure.
3) Nationally published statistics are generally two to three years out
of date. However, unpublished estimates of current economic activity
are available from both governmental and private organizations.
This lack of quantitative data has necessitated a reliance on subjective
information gathered from interviews, observations and relevant literature
in Nigeria. Wherever possible sources for information have been noted and
information was corroborated by more than one source. The type of data
collected included the following:
• Aggregate statistics including: level and types of agricultural pro-
duction; distribution of production by size of operation; solar
insolation; production trends.
• Characterization of current agriculture practices in terms of:
operations, machinery used/duration of use, availability of resources
(labor parts, energy, etc.); economics; financing; diesel/gasoline/
electricity use; and costs of competing with PV.
• Barriers to the implementation of PV systems that are related to:
costs and availability of balance-of-system parts or equipment;
skills of workforce.
• Government energy policies, both existing and planned, relative to:
rural electrification; prices/supply; renewable energy; consumption;
type of energy used; PV systems.
• Government agricultural policies, both existing and planned, with
regard to: crop production; introduction of new techniques and
equipment; role of renewable energy systems in agriculture; in-
centives (financial and other); land reform/land use; employment
generation; imports of agricultural equipment; storage; research
marketing.
• Financing mechanisms and availability of credit for PV use in
agriculture.
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In addition, information was sought in areas specific to PV systems:
• Government attitudes toward renewable resources and the level of
awareness or interest in PV - and policies conducive to, or
hindering, PV marketing and use.
• Marketing channels and identification of potential barriers/in-
centives in the marketing of PV systems, including the present
structure of markets; buying patterns; service/installations
profits; and availability of equipment.
• Business environment, incentives and barriers that O.S. companies
face when planning to conduct PV business or organize joint
ventures. l
1.3.2 Data Analysis and Market Assessment
The information gathered during the visit is used to characterize the
environment in which PV systems would be marketed and to develop an inter-
grated market assessment for PV systems in Nigeria. The assessment pays
particular attention to:
• National development plans in agriculture, energy and overall
economic development.
• Funding availability and mechanisms.
• Status of existing energy sources in Nigeria, and the implications
for PV system introduction.
• Awareness and attitudes toward investing in PV systems, for both
agricultural and other rural applications.
• Suitability of existing infrastructure for distributing, installing
and maintaining PV systems.
• Cost-competitiveness of PV systems compared to other practical
alternatives.
For economic comparisons of PV power systems to alternatives, the study
uses a life-cycle costing cuter model which computes life-cycle costs and
projects the year in which the PV system first becomes cost-competitive with
its nearest competitor. The data requirements of the model include power
requirements, usage profiles, the extent of current and future use in Nigerian
An excellent and up-to-date assessment of the overall agribusiness environment
in Nigeria is found in "Agricultural Investment in Nigeria: The opportunities
and Realities for U.S. Agribusiness Companies," OICD/U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D.C., January, 1981.
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agriculture; competing systems; cost, financial and economic paramsterss solar
insolation data; and estimated PV system costs. The objective of the analysis
was to determine for various agricultural applications the first year of cost-
competitiveness and the market potential thereafter. This market estimation
procedure is sham in Figure 1-1.
The outputs of the model are combined with an overall assessment to give
an estimate of the potential PV market size for applications in Nigeria. It
should be noted that market size estimation procedures used in this analysis
assume that if PV is to obtain a significant market share, it must be cost-
competitive with the least-cost, practical alternative.
1.4 Report Organization
Chapter 2 of this report presents a brief overview of Nigeria in terms
of important economic and demographic characteristics, its energy situation,
relevant government organizations, climate, agricultural regions, and major
domestic export crops. Chapter 3 describes development plans and policies
as they influence PV systems use in agriculture. Chapter 4 describes the
financial institutions and funding programs that can play a major role in
financing PV sales. Chapter 5 describes in detail potential applications,
their power and energy requirements and the possible extent of use. Chapter
6 describes economic and financial analyses for selected applications and
estimates the probable size of the market in the agricultural sector.
Chapter 7 describes the potential for PV systems in non-agricultural and non-
rural development applications. Chapter 8 describes the business environment
in Nigeria which, together with Appendix B, provides an overview of the
relevant Nigerian business community and the advantages and disadvantages
for developing PV markets.
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2.0 NIGERIA OVERVIEW
Nigeria has a population of over 80 million, the must populous African
nation and the eighth most populous country in the world. Approximately one-
quarter of the population is urban (cities over 20,000) while over 70 percent
is classified as rural, consisting mainly of subsistence level farmers. The
labor force is approximately 30 million, with 70 percent engaged in agricul-
ture, 15 percent in the public sector, and 10 percent in industry, commerce
and services. Per capita GPD is about $600*, while total GDP is estimated
to be $50 billion in 1981.
Nigeria is located on the west coast of Africa between four and thirteen
degrees north of the Equator (Figure 2.1). It is bounded by Cameroon to the
east, Benin to the west, i J Niger and Chad to the north and west. About the
size of Texas and New Mexico combined, Nigeria is comprised of humid tropical forest
and coastal swamps in the south and Savannah and Sahel in the north. There are
three areas of high population density--the Port Harcourt oil-producing area to
the southeast; the Kano area in the northern agricultural belt, and the ever
widening Lagos-Ibadan commercial and manufacturing area to the southwest.
The Nigerian political system is modeled after the U.S. federal system.
After 14 years of military rule, Nigeria returned to civilian rule in October
1979 with the election of Alhaji Sehu Shagari. The period of military rule
was marked by three military leaders and the Biafran civil war from 1967-1970.
The transition to a civilian government occured in a controversial election
in October 1979. The major efforts of the Shagari administration have been
to build a consensus between the states, promote the concept of national
unity, and develop a favorable performance record, knowing that it faces re-
election in two years. The present government is favorably inclined to
foreign investment and seeks to assure foreign businessmen that despite
domestic political "growing pains" investments will not be affected.
2.1 The Economy
The Nigerian economy is dominated by the petroleum sector which has supported
the economy's expansion at approximately an eight percent annual growth rate
since the oil boom of 1973-1974. The oil sector accounts for about 30 percent
of GDP and approximately 90% of export earnings, while agriculture, including
livestock, fishing, forestry and related activities represents only 18 percent
of GDP despite its overwhelming dominance in employment. Table 2-1 shows a
*Nigeria Area Handbook, Department of State and American University, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
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2.2 Agriculture
Nigeria has a land area of 98.3 million hectares with 71.2 million hectares
of arable land. Only 34 million hectares are currently
 under cultivation.
Agricultural methods in Nigeria are largely traditional and labor intensive.
The sector employs 70 percent of the labor force, 95 percent on small farms
of 2 hectares or less. Once the backbone of the economy, the agriculture
sector currently is growing at an annual rate of only 1 to 2 percent in real
terms--significantly slower than the population. A detailed description of the
major crops of Nigeria are presented in Appendix C.
Nigeria once exported substantial amounts of cash crops, including cocoa,
palm oil, groundnuts (peanuts) and rubber.
	 As recently as the early 1970's
Nigeria had been a net exporter of agricultural commodities. But after
independence in 1960, agricultural production began to falter and decline.
Large food deficits arose a decade ago and were aggravated by the neglect to
agriculture during the civil war and the oil boom. Consequently, Nigeria has
become a net food importer in a relatively short time (Figure 2.2) and food and
agriculture have become major generators of inflation. During 1980 Nigeria's
food import bill was 0.2 billion, and future demand is expected to continue
exceeding supply.
Although Nigerian agricultural performance has been poor, 1980 indicators
show either a stabilization or some improvement in virtually all commodities.
These include oilseeds, cocoa, sugar, grains, tubers and tobacco. Nigeria
has the conditions necessary for vigorous agricultural development of many
crops for internal consumption as well as for export, and recently the
sector has been the focus of much national and international programmatic
attention. Nigerian agricultural policy takes a positive position toward
participation by foreign firms.
2.2.1 Agricultural Institutions in Nigeria
The Ministry of Agriculture is the primary federal agency for agricultural
affairs. It is the responsibility of the Ministry to develop and implement
agricultural policy in consultation and collaboration with various state
agencies and other federal ministries. Since 1970, the federal government
has assumed a steadily increasing role in agriculture. Its responsibilities
include programs in rural development, cooperatives, fisheries, livestock, etc.,
2-6
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as shown in Figure 2-3, as well as important parastatal corporations.
The two most important parastatal organisations are the National Grains
Production Board and the National Livestock Production Company. The major
function of these government controlled corporations is to develop and promote
agricultural projects which aid in the development of the agricultural sector.
These profit-oriented companies identify and develop commercial agricultural
projects often in joint ventures with foreign firms and the state governments.
Federal Ministry of Agriculture officials expect that these companies will
contribute significantly to commercial agriculture development.
The state ministries of agriculture have primary responsibility for planning
and implementing all agriculture projects at the state level. For commercial
projects those agencies will work with foreign firms and parastatals. However,
most of their effort will focus on agricultural development projects for small
farmers. These agencies also provide extension service and technical assistance
to individual farmers and/or cooperatives. Although projects develop'-^i at the
state level must be approved at the Federal level for funding, it is expected
that the state agencies will play a significant role in the carrying out of
the Green Revolution Plan devised by the Ministry of Agriculture in 1980.
A recent development in many state agriculture agencies has been the
establishment of state owned agricultural companies. The companies farm
large sectors of land (sometimes up to 2,000 hectares) often incorporating
modern agricultural practices and mechanization. The ventures have generally
been allocated large equipment purchasing budgets and are expected to be
self-sufficient within a few years of organization. Observers in the agri-
cultural sector believe that these enterprises will meet with mild success.
Other federal institutions which play an important role in Nigerian
agriculture are as follows:
• River Basin Development Authorities, coordinated by the Federal
Ministry of Water Resources, are becoming increasingly involved
in agriculture and livestock development in their regions. Im-
portant areas are irrigation and water supplies.
• The Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank Limited promotes
and finances cooperatives as a means of making agricultural loans
throughout Nigeria (for more detail see Chapter 4).
• Agricultural research institutes (23) throughout the country conduct
research for most major commodities.
There is also a variety of agricultural programs at each of the 19
states of Nigeria. Recently there has been a proliferation of semi-independent
state agencies dealing with agriculture. In a number of states, wholly owned
agricultural development corporations with significant equipment purchasing budgets
have been created to engage in large-scale farming and other commercial ventures.
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2.3 Energy Overview
The predominance of the oil economy tends to conceal the real energy
problems in Nigeria. These problems include:
• limited availability of gasoline and diesel fuel in rural areas
• low reliability of national electric power grid
• limited expectations for expansion of electric grid to rural areas
• low reliability of and large maintenance problems with diesel and gasoline
generator and pumping systems in rural areas
• limited experience anu rnowledge of energy conservation and renewable
energy technologies.
Despite petroleum abundance, Nigerian refining capacity is limited and Nigeria
is a net importer of refined oil products. Diesel and gasoline prices are
reasonable, regulated at $0.90/gal. and $1.15/gal. respectively, but supplies
are poorly distributed and are more expensive outside the urban areas, often
2 to 3 times the official price. Refining capacity and internal distribution
systems are undergoing major expansion in the third and fourth national plans.
Electricity is supplied by the grid (National Electric Power Authority)
and is also relatively reasonable at W -12G/Kwh. Grid power is available in
a number of cities, but the entire system is very limited (less than 2,000
MW capacity) and suffers severe reliability problems due to the great
demand. The system is undergoing considerable expansion in both urban areas ail
extensions to rural areas, but most rural sites will continue to use diesel and
gasoline generators, both as stand-alone and back-up electric power, for some
time to come. Because of its importance to the potential market for PV
the electricity sector is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
Natural gas, produced mostly in association with crude oil production,
is beinq flared at a rate exceeding 2 billion cubic feet per day. Less than
1 percent is being recovered and used domestically. Joint venture partners
for a proposed liquified natural gas (LNG) plant are expected to begin gas
gathering projects within 3 years. Plans have also been discussed by the
Nigerian Petroleum Production Corporation for an internal gas distribution
network to be used by industry and the utility. However, no budget allocations
have been made at present for such a scheme.
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The utilization of solar and renewable energy in Nigeria is currently
on a small scale with the exception of firewood use. In the north, for
example, in lean and Kaduna States, there is asple evidence of previously
greater rural use of wind power for water pulping, both in agricultural and
water supply applicationsi however, most machines have fallen into disuse and
have been replaced with diesel pumping systems. Although solar insolation
appears adequate for PV applications throughout the country, couplets
insolation data was collected at only one location in Nigeria. Data for
other locations is very limited (see !Appendix D).
With respect to PV utilization, a French government backed demonstration
project is being developed in Sokoto state. Presently, the funds and equipment
have been committed but installation has not occurred. The project will demon-
strate PV use in waterpumping and the powering of small electric appliances.
The size of the PV array is expected to be 5-6 KWp. While interest in PV
technology appears to be enthusiastic, especially as a replacement for
unreliable diesel generator sets, policy attention to solar energy in general
is low.
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3.0 NIGERIAN DEVEIAPDMNT PLANS
3.1 Overview
The Fourth National Development Plan (1981-1985) represents the most
ambitious goals and highest level of effort toward Nigerian development to
date. The federal government, utilizing oil export revenues, is the major
force within this plan whose stated goal is to harness Nigeria's natural
resources in order to improve living conditions of the people. Total
anticipated investment for the five year period is $127 billion of which
$105 billion would be in the public sector.
The two major operational themes of the Fourth Development plan are to
place an increased emphasis on rural and agricultural development and to
diversify the economy away from oil. Agricultural sector improvement is
the major development priority in Nigeria. The second priority is the
improvement of education and manpower skills which the government feels are
the single largest barrier to the efficient absorption of oil revenues
by the economy. The next priority is the strengthening of the economic in-
frastructure, particularly electric power, water supply and teleconaunications,
which at present seriously limit the economy's ability to operate effectively.
Housing, health and manufacturing, particularly petrochemical and steel,
will also receive emphasis in the next plan period.
The following table approximates the Federal Government's expenditures
over the five year plan period in areas of major emphasis. These figures
include Federal monies which will go to state governments for their
individual projects. These figures however, do not include funds or
resources contributed by the individual states, the donor agencies, or
other countries. However, these figures are thought to represent
approximately 70-80% of the resources which will be available in the
sectors over the five year period.
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TABLE 3.1: Nigerian Federal
Government Development Investment Plan
Sector	 5 Year funding level
Agriculture & Rural Dev.	 $14.4 billion
Power
	
4.5 billion
Water
	
3.8 billion
Health
	
2.2 billion
SOURCE:	 "Outline of the Fourth National Development Plan (1981-1985)", Fed.
Ministry of Planning, Lagos, Nigeria, 1980
These fu,iding levels represent major shifts from past development plans
which emphasized industrial and urban development at the expense of the
rural/agricultural sectors. The present plan represents a return to the
development of the country's agricultural and rural sector.
The Federal government also recognizes the role and need for further
development of the private sector in helping to achieve the country's develop-
ment goals. Moreover, the government is very receptive to foreign government
and foreign private sector ventures or partnerships assuming they are consistent
with plan objectives.
In general, energy is not a major concern in the development effort.
oil resources and reserves are plentiful although energy distribution net-
works and the maintenance of those systems are problems. The major
effort in the area of enerqy will be to provide better delivery systems and
skilled personnel to maintain the systems. In terms of alternative energy
technology, the Ministry of Science and Technology is beginning an evaluation
program, but it has a relatively low priority.
Interest in alternative energy systems such as PV within the context of
Nigeria development plans will be limited by the degree to which they can
assist in achieving the major development goals. Photovoltaic systems deploy-
ment in rural/agriculture systems would assist development objectives through:
1) the provision of power sources in isolated sites to provide basic amenities
(e.g., pumps for village water supplies); 2) assisting in increasing
agricultural productivity and decreasing agricultural spoilage losses;
3) assisting development of a more diversified economy away from the petroleum
sector.
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3.2 Agricultural Develoaent
Current agricultural policies and development efforts are aimed at reversing
net food imports through increased agricultural productivity and decreased
product loss. Shortfalls in agricultural output arse exacerbated by
the fact that the annual demand growth rate for food is 3-5%, whereas the
annual production growth rate is only 1%, resulting in 2.6 million
tons of grain equivalent being imported in 1979.
The basis for Nigeria's agricultural problems are numerous and include:
• drawing off of skilled rural labor to non-agricultural sectors
and in general an increased rural-urban migration since the large
flow of oil money began in 1974;
• past agricultural policy and development efforts emphasizing
increasing cultivated land, primarily through large mechanized farms,
rather than focusing on increasing productivity of the small subsistence
farmer who accounts for over 90% of the agricultural output. (In the
fourth development plan emphasis is placed on helping the small farmer
increase productivity while development of large mechanized farms is
left to commercial ventures and state run farms);
• lack of adequate rural infrastructure such as feeder roads, water supply
storage and marketing facilities.
Objectives for the agricultural sector in the Fourth Plan are geared to
overcoming these problems. It is realized that to stem rural-to-urban migration
it is necessary to improve the quality of rural life as well as to increase
agricultural productivity. Thus, many of the Fourth Development Plan programs
include provisions for the improvement of rural amenities. The basic
objectives of the plan include:
• increased production of food and other raw materials to meet the
needs of a growing population and rising industrial production;
a basic objective in this respect is the attainment of self-suf-
ficiency in food in about five years;
• increased production of livestock and fish to meet domestic needs
and create a surplus for export;
• increased production and processing of export crops with a view
to expanding and diversifying the country's foreign exchange
earnings; in this respect a target of seven years is being set
for the revival of cash crops;
• expansion of employment opportunities to absorb the increasing
labor force of the nation; and
• the evaluation of appropriate institutional and administrative
mechanisms to facilitate the rapid development of the country's
agricultural potential.
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To accomplish these objectives a number of specific initiatives,
policies and programs have been included for the agricultural/rural sector
in the Fourth Development Plan. The balance of this chapter first describes
the agricultural related policies associated with the Plan followed by
specific development programs. These program initiatives will form the focus
of the Federal Governments activities.
Agricultural Policies
1) Price Incentives Policy
The Nigerian government will constantly review the minimum guaranteed
prices to ensure that they serve the desired purpose of encouraging basic
food production.
2) Direct Government Production Policy
During the Fourth Plan period, the Federal Government will place
emphasis on encouraging private entrepreneurs to establish large-scale farms.
Government participation in direct production will mainly be as an equity
holder in commercial joint ventures with the private sector. The fiscal
incentives already provided by the government for companies wishing to go into
large-scale agricultural production; e.g., income tax relief for pioneer
enterprises, duty-free importation of farm machinery, additional investment
allowance of 10 percent for carrying forward of losses, etc., will be main-
tained and expanded as may be appropriate. Already agricultural production
and processing has been transferred from Schedule II to III of the Nigerian
Enterprises Promotion Act, meaning that foreign companies can now own up to 60
percent of the equity in an agricultural enterprise. The Commodity Boards,
National Grain Production Company and the state agricultural development
corporations will be prepared to go into partnership with private Nigerian
or foreign investors in establishing large-scale farms. However, the
government fully expects the small land holders to be the major supplier of
foodstuffs and rural jobs in the future.
3) Credit Policy
A major instrument of government agricultural policy during the plan
period will be to make short and medium-term capital available to farmers to
encourage investment and to increase their access to productive inputs. The
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government has established the Agricultural and Cooperative Bank  and the
Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme  as two main institutions for funding
agricultural production. However, to date, the direct lending schemes have
tended to favor corporate, large-scale farms and farmers who possess adequate
collateral. A new strategy has been developed which will increase credit
flows to small farmers (see Section 4.2).
4) Agricultural Inputs Policy
The government policy of subsidizing essential inputs such as fer-
tilizers, pesticides, and improved seeds will continue. A package approach
rather than single input supply will be followed. Also improved storage
and distribution will be pursued to reduce waste.
5) Agricultural Development Projects Policy
During the Third Plan period, seven state governments with the
assistance of the federal government and the World Bank introduced
Integrated Agricultural/Rural Development pilot programs (ADPs). The projects
involved diverse activities such as agriculture,rural road construction, dam
construction, water supply, livestock production, etc. The ADPs aimed to
provide improved services in the form of an integrated package to existing
small holder farming communities with the objective of increasing productivity,
raising farm income and bringing overall socio-economic development to the
rural areas. The ADPs have been successful and the attempt will be made to
replicate them throughout the country.
Fourth Development Plan Agricultural Programs
1) Crop Production Program
The purpose of this program is to provide assistance to farms and
plantations, and to promote agricultural cooperatives and provide agricultural
lAnnual Report, 1979, Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank, Ltd.,
Kaduna, Nigeria, October 30, 1979.
Annual Report, 1978, Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund, Cental
Bank of Nigeria, Lagos, Nigeria, 1979.
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inputs. Assistance will be in the form of preparation of new agricul^ural
lands, each-crop plantations, and rehabilitation of older tree crop plantations,
i.e., palm-oil, cocoa, rubber.
2) Agricultural Mechanisation
Mechanizatt—i of agriculture will be implemented through provision of
services to farmers and through subsidizing purc":, a of mechanical equipment.
	 is
About 285 agro-service centers will be established to provide needs, fertilizers,
pools of tractors and processing equipment. In addition, subs:'.dies will be
provided to farmers to mechanically clear approximately 250,000 hectares
between 1981 and 1985. The state governments will. establish mechanical
equipment hiring units for land clearing and preparation.
3) Crop Storage
An allocation of $180 million has been earmarked for the provision of
grain processing and storage facilities. This will be carried out by the
Nigerian Grains Board and the National Grains Production Company.
4) Water Resources Program
The most significant of the federal programs providing infrastructural
facilities for the agricultural sector consists of the various water resources
projects that the River Basin Development Authorities and others are undertaking.
irrigation facilities involving construction of dams and boreholes will be
provided to facilitate double cropping in most parts of the country. Authorized
funds amount to $1,700 million during the Plan period. Under the program,
facilities to irrigate about 1 . 4 million hectares will be constructed while over
1,500 boreholes will be drilled.
Most states are covered by minor irrigation schemes. It is envisaged that
over 76,730 hectares will be irrigated. This will mainly be in the form of
small plot irrigation systems.
5) Livestock Production Program
The government has allocated a total sum of $ 360 million to the
livestock sub-sector program which broadly covers meat production, veterinary
and health services and training, feed production and marketing facilities.
These funds will be used to establish cattle, goat, and sheep ranches,
piggeries and a poultry program to produce chicks and broilers. Assistance
will be provided to the states by the federal government by the provision of
grazing reserves for cattle. Under this scheme, five million hectares will be
acquired and demarcated for settlement, pasture development and livestock
services in 38 settlements covering 10 states.
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development plans.
In order to improve the livestock marketing network, cold stores of 20
to 50 cubic meters capacity will be constructed by both the federal and state
governments at strategic locations all over the country. About 123 of such
stores will be established.
The state program closely parallels the federal programs. Cattle, sheep
and goat multiplication centers, poultry demonstrations and holding centers,
cattle ranches and poultry expansion programs will be undertaken and livestock
feed mills will be established by several of the states. Existing grazing
reserves, control posts and veterinary clinics will be properly maintained
and expanded in some states and a number of new ones will be established in
other states.
6) Fishery Production Program
The programs of the various governments (Federal, state and local)
indicate a new awareness of the potential of the fishing industry in improving
the protein consumption of the population. The sub-sector program falls into
the broad areas of fishery, manpower development and research.
3.3 Agricultural/Rural Development Investment Summary
Table 3.2 outlines the expected level of federal expenditures over the
next five years in the above described program areas, and not including expenditures
of individual states, donor agencies or other countries. In some areas such as
rural water resource development, many states are undertaking ambitious plans for
providing village water systems.
As noted in Chapter 2, the various states will receive approximately $50
billion of the total $127 billion to be spent in the Fourth Development Plan.
Thus, in many cases, the states will expend more funds in some program areas
than will the federal government. This is especially true in cases of ADP
funding where the Federal government is supplying only $1.350 billion out of
the total $6.748 billion. This is also true in water resources programs where
the Federal government will drill 1,500 boreholes while many individual states
have plans of drilling as many.
3.4 Electricity Sector Development Plans
Nigeria recognizes the importance of electric power to the nation's develop-
ment. The electricity sector will continue to receive much attention and
finance, as it comprises an essential element of the developing infrastructure.
The importance of the electricity grid to market potential of PV systems justifies
inclusion here of detailed discussion of the present grid system as well as
T7 3M 3.2
Agriculture Development Funding Levels
1981-1985
Program	 ($ Million)
Crop Production	 5,400
Food crop	 117
Tree crop	 446
Agriculture inputs
	
1,749
Agriculture crops	 117
Rural Development	 1,044
Agricultural M-chanization*
Tractor purchases	 142
Agro-service centers	 189
Implement Development 	 45
Crop Storage	 180
Institutional Agriculture Development
	
1,348
Water Resources Program*	 1,663
Boreholes*	 187
Livestock Development 	 432
Fishery Production	 156
*Indicates that state funds will be made available.
SOURCE: Outline of the Fourth National Development Plan, Federal Ministry of
Planning, Lagos, Nigeria, 1980.
The National Electric Power Authority (NEPA) operates the majority of electric
generation and distribution systems within Nigeria. The rest are operated by
a few state utility boards, which often serve a captive user, e.g., Nigerian
Electricity Supply Company services a major mining operation.
The national grid currently supplies the major urban and commercial areas,
while very little of the rural areas, particularly in the north, are electrified.
From 1970 to 1974 annual electricity consumption rose from 1,100 million Kwh to
2,000 million Kwh, representing an annual growth rate of 20.5%. Annual per
capita electricity consumption during this period increased from 17 Kwh to 29 Kwh.
Since then, this growth rate has been exceeded every year. Annual current
consumption is over 6,000 million Kwh. Figure 3.1 shows the current transmission
and listribution network. Table 3.3 shows the current generation capacity.
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Present small user service is for users whose load does not exceed 75 KVA
t	 and consists of 50 Hertz, 400 Volt, three-phase 3 or 4 wire service. Tariffs
for this service are: Power Demand Charge
First 5KVA	 N ($5.40)
Next 5 KVA	 50 Kobo (0.5 N) per 100VA ($.90)
Next 10 KVA N 5 per KVA ($9.00)
Energy Charge
6.5 Kobo per Kwh (11.74)
These rates are set by the Nigerian Electric Power Authority with approval
from the Ministry of Power and Mines. It is expected that they will increase
as the costs of capacity expansion and rural electrification are realized.
The great demand for electric power during the next ten years will
certainly exceed the supply, but Nigeria does have the capability for attaining
electricity self-sufficiency. The hydro capacity has not yet been fully
exploited and the plentiful supply of coal, oil and natural gas can allow
expansion of thermal generation systems.
Currently there is no overall masterplan for electric cower. NEPA's
failure to achieve previous goals has led to severe criticisms. Discussions
about restricting this sector suggest that NEPA maintain the responsibility
for generation and transmission of power, but with distribution authority
going to the individual states.
Another means for accelerating development would be to require that
power-intensive industries and other institutional consumers generate their
own electric power. Individual private enterprises may be allowed to produce
and to distribute power again. 3 Smaller private systems to meet local and
isolated demands could also be in operation soon. Such a policy will open a
large market and investment opportunities to American firms.
NEPA's capacity expansion plans are shown in Table 3.3. These plans
call for an increase from the present estimated 1600 MW system to 4600 MW
by the end of the plant of this increase approximately 1200 to 1400 MW will be
hydro with the balance in large coal and gas fired thermal plants. NEPA
3 "Electricity Highlights," American Embassy, Econ/Commercial Section, Lagos
Nigeria, Febru ry, 1981.
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officials expressed concern ova:r the ability to increase capacity at the
required rate over the plan period. Concern was also expressed as to whether
transmission, distribution and support service networks (especially skilled
manpower) could keep up with the planned expansion.
The distribution network expansion plans are much less defined. The
most detailed plans to date call for connecting all local government head-
quarters (approximately 400) to the national grid by the end of the fourth
year plan, although the cost of doing this is unknown. Many officials
interviewed in the Ministries of rural development, power and mines
and state governments considered this goal unrealistic. At present most
government centers are served by diesel generator sets of varying degrees of
reliability, some of which are operated by NEPA. These systems will be phased
out as the transmission network expands.
NEPA is reluctant to project at what rate rural electrification will take
place due to the large distances, high costs and low loads at end of line
associated with rural electrification. The transmission and distribution
network will continue to be the mal r problem in rural electrification. At
present, rural electrification officials within NEPA estimate average costs
would be approximately $35,000/Km fOr 331CVA lines. The estimate may become
considerably higher, especially in the northwest and northeast portions of
the country. Although there is a federal commitment to rural electrification,
NEPA officials expect the rate at which it will occur will be considerably
slower than expected; due primarily to high costs and lack of manpower.
In addition to NEPA's expansion of generating capacity and distribution
networks (funded through utility revenues), the federal government plans to
spend $1.8 billion for improvement and extension of distribution facilities and
for providing power to rural areas all over the country.
Each state has a rural electrification board which sites isolated diesel
and gas turbine systems. These systems are scheduled to be phased out when
the grid system arrives at the load center. The state rural electrification
boards will spend $1.85 billion over the next five years, mainly in the form
of isolated diesel and gas turbine plants. Even in the smaller facilities
(5 to 10 KWe) the boards are envisioning the necessity of having maintenance/
operator personnel at each site. The high cost of maintaining these systems,
combined with the potential delay in rural electrification, suggests a high
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potential for PV use in rural areas. However, NEPA has expressed little
interest to date in PV or other alternate energy power sources.
3.5 PV in Developatent Plans
Energy is not explicitly addressed in either Nigeria's agricultural
sector development plans or overall non petroleum development plans. yowever,
the potential applications identified in Section 5.0 correlate very strongly
with the program areas to receive emphasis in the national development plan. In
particular, water systems for villages, livestock, irrigation, and veterinary
centers receive much attention. Numrous state and Federal agriculture
officials expressed the opinion that if PV systems can Beet reliability and
cost criteria, the potential for stand-elan energy systess for various agri-
cultural applications for sma,l farmers will be high.
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i4.0 AGRICULTURAL FINANCING
4.1 overview of the Nigeria Banking/Investment System
The financial system of Nigeria is a network of private, federal and
state banking institutions subeet to extensive credit allocation policies
of the Federal government. The formal system in Nigeria includes the Central
Bank under the auspices of the Ministry of Finance., 17 commercial bank 5
merchant banks, 3 development banks, including the Nigerian Agriculture and
Cooperative Bank, the Federal Mortgage Bank, the Federal Savings Bank, several
finance corporations and insurance companies, and 3 stock exchanges. Each
of these specializes in certain types of credit service.
The two major classes of private banks, commercial banks and merchant
banks, account for the overwhelming majority of loans in the Nigerian finan-
cial sector. Commercial banks, with over 500 branches, are involved in all
commercial banking services and customer loans, but only minimally in long-term
lending. Merchant banks concentrate on larger and longer-term loans to industrial
and commercial clients and on wholesale banking. All merchant banks are foreign-
affili ,%ted. Both classes are subject to credit allocation policies promulgated
by the Central Bank.
Lending to the private community expanded rapidly with the oil boom and
the tremendous increase in foreign reserves. As part of the government's
anti-inflation monetary policy, limits on the further growth of commercial
bank lending and credit allocation requirements were introduced in 1976, to
promote the flow of credit to what were termed "directly productive sectors,"
particularly agriculture and manufacturing. Thus, bank loans are divided into
oo categories: the preferred sectors and the less preferred sectors. The
Central Bank publishes yearly guidelines on how much of a bank's portfolio
can be in each sector. Vese are:
Preferred Sector	 Less Preferred Sector
(Mininum a)	 (Maximum s)
Commercial Banks
	 75%	 25•
Merchant Banks
	 79%	 21%
4.2 Agricultural Credit
The availability of credit is a major determinant of the level of pri-
vate investment in agriculture. Access to institutiot.al  credit h*s `.raditionally
been difficult for the average farmer due to inability to satisfy lean Qonditions.
Even when some form of credit is available returns to investment are typically
low, given the lei production capacity and the limitations of the trad:cional
agricultural system.
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Agriculture is in the designated preferred sectors consequently the
government requires that a given percentage of bank's loan portfolio crust be
committed to agribusiness. This is as follows:
Agricultural Production Agro-Allied industries
Comsercial Banks
	 at	 3•
Merchant Banks	 5s	 5%
Banks which do not satisfy these percentages lose the difference between the
percentage of their portfolio committed to agriculture and their required per-
centage. The difference is removed from deaosits with the Central Bank and
deposited in the Nigerian Agricultural Barak. In addition, there are maximum
interest rates allowed for agricultural loans, currently 6 percent for agri-
cultural production and loans carrying credit guarantees.
It has recently been reported, and corroborated during interviews in
Nigeria, that despite these credit provisions, private banks in Nigeria
generally have difficulty making loans to the agricultural sector. The lack
of attractive co *rcial projects, the inherent riskiness of agriculture, the
attractiveness of alternative sectors, the poor record on loan repayments and
the lack of developed banking in the hinterland all contribute to these diffi-
culties. However, contrary to the majority opinion, some banks are actively
seeking agricultural loans and believe that the agricultural sector offers
promise for future growth. 1
 It was also discovered that some banks prefer
not to bother at all wits
 the low profit loans guaranteed by the government.
Instead, they find it more profitable and easier to make loans at commercial
rates to the agricultural sector and have their portfolio percentage removed
by the Central Bank.
The major instruments for achieving agricultural sector lending are
the Central Bank, the Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank, and the
Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund. The role of the Central Bank
is primarily to control credit ceilings, liquidity/debt ratio cash reserves, and
interest rates and to prescribe credit guidelines for the preferred sector.
The Central Bank policies have been fairly consistent over the peat five
years and are expected to remain the same in the near future.
The Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank, established in 1973,
lent close to $100 million in 1979 to both large and small agricultural projects,2
1"Agricultural Investment in Nigeria," op. cit., p. 31.
2Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Banks, Ltd., Annual Report, 1979.
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as shown in Table 4.1. The Bank's original funding size was $200 million
with maximum guarantees of up to $100,000 for an individual arl $2 million
for a cooperative or limited liability company.
The NAGS expects to increase its lending activities considerably over
the next 2 years. Some bank officials suggested a doubling of loans. The
MACS reoantly implemented (Jan. 1961) the Smallholder Direct Loan Schesw
which allows waiving of many normal loan requirements for loans of up to
$9000 to small land holders who have difficulty obtaining credit. A
simplified application form and provision of assistance on a local level
is intended to encourage its use. Loan periods are 2 years and the interest
rate is 6%, although no annual loan fund figures were available.
The Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund was established in 1977
to guarantee 75% of the value of loans made for agricultural purposes.
In 1979 a total of 1,105 loans were guaranteed by the fund amounting to
$70 million. 1 The commercial banks accounted for the vast majority of these
loans. The types of projects that were guaranteed under this scheme are
shown in Table 4.2.
Additional agricultural funding is available through parastatal
corporations such as the National Livestock Production Corporation. In
the past these have tended to favor corporate, large-scale farms and
operations with sufficient collateral. Loans on a more limited scale are
also available from a few of the states' own development banks.
4.3 Attitudes of Financial Institutions Towards Photovoltaics a Availability
of Loans
Interviews with a number of private and government financial institution
representatives were held to assess the attitudes of the financial coaonunity
toward photovoltaic systems. There was a general willingness of high officials
to consider photovoltaics systems for loans. At the loan analyst level, how-
ever, there was a sense of skepticism as to how photovoltaics would pass the
standard analysis. There is little understanding of PV systems and almost no
use of life cycle cost analysis techniques. Skepticism appeared to be also
influenced by the following factors:
e High initial capital cost of photovoltaic systems=
1Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund, Second Annual Report, 31 December, 1979.
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TAELE 4-1: Njgeryaii Agr i cu l tural and Cooperative Development Bank
CUMULATIVE VOLUME OF OPERATIONS AS AT 31/3/79.
(Amounts in N'ON)
1978/79
	
1977178
APPROVALS DISBURSE- APPROVALS DISBURSEPROJECT
TYPE MENTS No. MENTSNo. AMOUNT OF AMOUNT CF
TOTAL TOTAL
ON-LENDING
Marketing 38 130,520 41.86 88,644 25 97,929 34.20 13.680
Tree Crop 1 196 0.06 2 8,921 2.42
Arable 18 52,491 16.83 30,'+7E 14 40,619 14.19 19 051
Integrated 8 20,396 8.54 7,677 7 20,396 7.12 6.177
SUB-TOTAL A 65 203,603 165.29 126,496 148 1 165,865 1 57.93 88,908
DIRECT LENDING
16 41,257 13.24 14,612 15 34,522 12 06 11.846Tree Crops
Mixed Farming 14 3.890 1.25 2,913 15 3,947 1.38 2.634
Feed Mill 1 479 0.15 40 - - - -
Arable Crop 31 27,392 8.78 7,302 31 27,392 9.57 5.923
Rabbitry 1 57 0.02 16 _ - -
Poultry 54 5,969 1.91 4,387 52 5,679 196 3.849
Cattle 20 9,785 3.14 703 3 3,663 1.28 635
Horticulture 2 75 0.03 73 2 74 0.03 73
Forestry 1 3.224 1.03 2,680 1 3,214 113 2,000
Fishery 6 15,383 4.93 9,318 6 41,209 14 39 8.090
P ;^ery 4 717 023 474 4 718 025 468
SUB-TOTAL B	 150	 108.228	 34.71	 42,518	 129 120.438	 4207	 35.518
GRAND TOTAL
A ♦ B	 215	 311,831	 100	 169,014	 177 286.303	 100	 124,42b
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e A belief that pbotovoltaics will not, in the rear future, have
a sales and service infrastructure.
Although bank officials remained skeptical after being interviewed, there
appeared to be a consensus that they would consider photovoltaics as one
energy alternative and would finance photovoltaic projects if they proved
to be economically and financially viable and the borrower satisfied cash
flow criteria corresponding to the size of the loan.
4.4 Conclusions
Nigeria has an extensive financial network composed of both private and
govern nt awned financial institutions. The majority of investment funds
are controlled by the privately awned commercial and merchant banks. These
funds are available as short to medium-term capital loans primarily invented
in industry, commerce, agriculture, real estate and public utilities. The
Nigeria Agriculture and Development Bank and merchant banks are the major
sources of long-term capital for agriculture.
A clear breakdown of what end-uses agricultural loans are applied to is
unavailable. it is clear that capital availability for loans to the agricultural
sector will not be a major problem facing use of PV systems. However, the
creditworthiness of the borrower is generally of chief importance.
That photovoltaics is a reliable technology which enables the end-user
to increase productivity remains to be demonstrated in Nigeria. For this
reason it is believed that a large portion of early PV funding will not
cane through casmercial financial institutions, but rather through government
purchases.
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5.0 AOICULTOU Un ni ApnE TIGNB
in examining, the most promising potentisi applications for photovoltaic
systems in agriculture for Nigeria, several factors predominate. First, the
key element which influences the ptwtavoltsic market positively is the isr'^ense
difficulty in rural areas, of Nigeria of maintaining small ^asolidiesel
engines. This was repeatedly msr_tioned during interviews with public sector
individuals responsible for rural development and with private agricultural
experts. The combination of local problems, such as dust in the north, and
the difficulty in obtaining parts and in finding knowledgeable mechanics provide
a major opportunity for PV systems, as small engine sets are currently the
primary power sources in most rural areas of Nigeria. This situation is ex-
pected to improve slowly as Nigerians gain more familiarity and skill with
mechanical systems and spare parts networks extend beyond the major cities.
Second, the key decision-making role of the Nigerian government,
particularly with respect to agricultural activities, must be emphasised.
As outlined in Chapter 3.0, the federal and state governments will play a major
role in all aspects of rural and agricultural development.
Third, given the Green Revolution Plan, heavy reliance is being made
on the Nigerian small holder as the centerpiece for indigenous food production
increases. The Green Revolution Plan was developed by the Federal Government
and the world Bank to improve Nigerian agriculture productivity. The plan
provides the basis for the agriculture development activities called for in the
fourth development plan. At present, the small holder cultivates almost entirely
by hand without extensive use of draft animals, let alone tractors or other
agricultural equipment. The Accelerated Development Areas (ADA), stemming from
successful Agricultural Development Projects funded in part by the world Bank,
provide an organisational mechanism for giving the mall holder access to pro-
duction inputs, expertise, and markets. Consequently, the federal and state
governmantal units are the most likely po^-sntial consumers of equipment such as
photovoltaic systems for agricultural applications. In some cases, this equip-
ment would be sold by the government to the farmers or to agricultural cooperatives
at approximately half the original purchase price.
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Fourth, loss of agricultural products from harvest to the table is
extremely high. The state and Federal ministries of agriculture indicated
that losses range from 35 percent to 60 percent or mare, depending on the
commodity. Consequently: preservation and loss reduction are considered
a major area for investment, even greater than investment in technologies
to increase production.
Finally, critically important to the small holder production strategy
is the commitment, as part of the development of agriculture in Nigeria, to
improve the quality of life in rural areas by bringing amenities to the
villages. The emphasis on combined agricultural productivity increases and
improvement in rural life is a centerpiece of the government's development
plans for the next five years. The first priority is the provision of
adequate supplies of safe drinking water, followed by access to health care
facilities, improved access to education, and finally rural electrification.
The commitment of the government to rural developaient is underscored by the
level of funding and the sche:,as that have recently been announced.
Given the importance of rural and agricultural development in
Nigeria, this study examined PV uses in agriculture and rural services.
The application evaluation was based or. the following criteria:
• level of production and/or importance of the application to
agriculture/rural development;
• type of operation and its adaptability to a PV power source;
• current and planned use of the application in Nigeria;
• costs of competing systems; and
• power and energy use profile required.
This process identified the following applications:
• Production Applications
- Micro-irrigation
• Processing Applications
Grain-grinding
• Preservation Applications
- Fans for dryers
- Produce coolers
0
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- ice maxers for fish preservation
- Refrigerators/freezers for veterinary applications
F	 e Amenities for Small-Scale Producers
- Village water suppliers
- Village health centers
- Education centers
- Extension audiovisual aids.
5.1 Production Applications - Micro Irrigation
By far, the majority of agricultural production in Nigeria is ra.
Large-scale irrigation is virtually unknown in Nigeria. River Basin 1
ment Authorities in a number of states have large-scale water-control
primarily utilizing large impoundments with extensive dam constructioi
some irrigation canals. The next five year development plan calls fo:
75,000 hectares to be irrigated (primarily in Imo, Niger, and Kano sty
with over half of this resulting from large hydro-electric projects.
In the north, ho4evgr, a traditional form of micro-irrigation is
practiced in small river valleys called iadamas. These areas fill with
water during the rainy season (May through August) and often become completely
dry before the onset of the next rains. As the waters begin to recede, peasant
farmers begin cultivation of rapidly growing fruit species and market
vegetables. These intensively farmed patches (2 to 5 hectares) are irrigated
using intricate channels and the traditional "shadouf" for lifting the
water into the channels. The shadouf is a counterbalanced pole attached to
a large calabash or gourd. The shadouf lifts the water approximately two
to three meters at a rate of 20 to 30 liters per minute. It utilizes local
materials for construction and human labor for power. The shadouf is portable
and is moved as the water in the fadama recedes. Pumping systems would
permit continuation of farming throughout the year by accessing sub-surface
reservoirs of water. This would act to increase output as production levels
are a direct function of water application.
Through observation and discussions it was determined that small
pump-array sets lifting water from 5 to 30 meters would have many irrigation
applications. The two primary applications would 	 1) in and around
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fadama areas which would permit year round cropping in a single area, ands
2) use in areas where surface water is limited in the dry season to enable
double cropping. The characteristics for these applications are shown below.
	No. of	 yearly
head	 rate	 land area	 applications	 operation
Fadama
	 5-10 meters 20- 40 Wain. 3-5 hectares 5-10,000
	
7-8 months
Double
cropping 10-30 meters 80-120 I/min. 4-9 hectares	 NA	 8-9 months
Such a pump would have to be durable, require very little service, and
be protected against overheating if clogged or removed from the water.
The critical factor in such an application would be the cost. The issue
for the farmer would be whether his income growth utilising such a system would
be sufficient to justify the expense. The team was not able to deterdine the
economic benefits of such a system, but demonstration should be simple and
straightforward. The pump systems would be eligible for government loans
for agricultural inputs.
5.2 Processing ]Applications - Grain Grinding
In every village market, on the days when the markets are active,
small gasoline-powered grinders can be found. These market grinders utilise
one to two horsepower engines and grind a variety of certal grains, nuts, etc.
The pattern of operation is determined by the local conventions for market,
which in some regions is daily, weekly, or every fourth day. The grinder
operation times vary, ranging from intermittent to nearly continuous use
(8-10 hours).
The most vulnerable aspect of these 2-5 hp grinding systems is the gasoline
or diesel engine providing mechanical power. Sven more than the usual
problems arses-.ated with these small engines, the chaff and dust associated
with threshing and milling causes filters to clog and the engines to fail
frequently.
Small PV powered grinding power mills operating five to six days a week
up to 8 hours/day could be a feasible alternative to gasoline and diesel
powered mills. These types of grinding operations currently exist in most
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market centers of over 500 people. Purchase of PV powered grinders would be
either through local agricultural cooperatives, local governments or the
National Grain Production Oospany. !Approximately 1,000 conventional grinding/
milling systems of this type are sold annually.
5.3 Preservation Applications
5.3.1 Fans for Dryers
One of the primary causes for low agricultural productivity in Nigeria
are losses associated with inadequate grain drying, and improper ventilation
during storage. At present almost all grain is sun dried. The federal and
state ministries of agriculture estimate that losses range from 35 to 60%
per year. This problem will be exacerbated when double cropping is introduced
since crops will then be harvested during the rainy season. The Nigerian
government has recognised this problem and has allocated $200 million for
grain storage to the Nigerian Grains Board and the National Grains Production
Company under the Fourth National Development Plan.
Currently small diesel powered dryers are being developed under the
auspices of the Green Revolution Plan. The U.S. Agency for International
Development supports 25 grain drying and storage facilities (each with a
capacity of 100-200 tons of grain) in various locations in Nigeria. Hotmver,
possibly due to cultural reasons, these facilities are rarely used. If the
cultural biases can be overcome, small PV powered dryers could be effectively
used in Nigeria. They could be similar to the dryers being developed by
the International Rice Research Institute (1-2 hp electric fan, rice hull
furnace, 1 MT/day capacity). They would effectively compete with the diesel
dryers under development. The dryers' utilisation rate would range from
4-10 hours/day for about 9 months of the year. The pre-1986 market for
such dryers (if successfully demonstrated) would be on the order of 500-1000.
5.3.2 Produce Coolers
Perishable fruits and vegetables are tremendously vulnerable to loss in
tropical regions. If reliable produce coolers could be developed utilising
photovoltaic power supplies they would be ideal for providing high quality
food for village consumption. Coolers of 12 to 15 cubic maters would be
sufficient for small villages.
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For larger Applications a modular Approach could be developed whereby these
coolers could be aggregated into larger units. Such systems are not presently
being utilised, so the development and design of such systems needs to be
carried out in cooperation with local experts in agricultural production and
marketing.
Power requirements for produce coolers would run Approximately 1.5 KW
and maintain a temperature of between 45 and 50 9F. They would be in use
year-round and be designed with a two day cold storage capability. The
potential market for the coolers would be about 2,000-4,000 with the federal
government and local agricultural cooperatives being the initial customers.
5.3.3 Ice Makers for Fish Preservat ion
Nigeria has reasonably rich marine and freshwater fishery resources.
Lack of suitable preservation facilities and poor transportation infrastructures
severely limits catch and consequent sales. Smoking and drying of fish are the
most common means of preservation. However, due to poor technique losses are
as high as 60-70x. Small ice production units producing 500 to 1,000
kilograms of ice per day would be suitable for fish preservation purposes.
Such a unit would be sufficient for an equal weight of fish for a 48 hour
preserving period.
The Ministry of Agriculture and local fishing cooperatives would be the
initial buyers of these ice makers. The market for about 150 units exists.
PV systems will compete with diesel powered coupressors. The low maintenance
characteristics of PV systems would be less of an advantage here, since most
fishing villages have some experience in maintaining diesels.
5. 3 .4 Veterinary Unita/Refrigerator-Freezers
The Ministry of Agriculture, Department of Livestock Production is
endeavoring to improve practices in animal husbandry in Nigeria using modern
methods of vaccination for disease prevention and control, and artificial
insemination for herd improvement. These efforts are complicated by the
difficulty of obtaining reliable refrigeration and freezer storage for
vaccines, semen and medicines. in those rural areas where the grid is
*Thermoelectric heatpumps due to their lack of moving parts and low maintenance
needs, could be an ideal source of cooling. However, their costs are greater
than conventional refrigeration units.
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available, it is unreliabler diesel and gasoline engine-generator power
supplies too are of limited reliability. In the past, kerosene refrigerators
have been utilised with difficulty. Thus, no feasible alternative to a
reliable PV refrigeration unit exists.
The potential for use of photovoltaic-powered, small volume, high
reliability, freezer-refrigerator systems is excellent. Contacts with
several veterinarians in various levels of government in Nigeria have
indicated enthusiasm for such systems. Each refrigerator would require
approximately 200 watts of power. It might be desirable to provide PV
generation capacity for veterinary centers for fluorescent lighting and
other small electrical uses in addition to the refrigeration-freezer power
needs.
The total power required for each of these facilities would be about
800-1000 W. This would include lights, refrigerator, sterilizer/distiller
anb s water pump. Currently, there are very few of these centers throughout
the country; most of these are without power. The Fourth National Development
Plan calls for an increase in veterinary centers although a specific number
is not mentioned. Sources at the National Veterinary School in Jos suggest
most of these would have no access to grid power. Each local government agency
would have one. In the area of heavy livestock population, multiple
centers would be required. The state and federal governments would provide
the funds for these centers.
5.4 Amenities for Small-Scale Producers
5.4.1 Village Water Supplies
The greatest priority for rural development in Nigeria is providing
rural villages with a clean, reliable source of drinking water. Minimally,
this means sealing the dug well and providing a means of lifting the water.
In most cases, however, it means drilling bore holes and providing a pump.
In the northern states of Nigeria, water tables range frc+m 10 to 100 meters deep.
In such schemes, water storage in 10,000 to 18,000 liter tanks is
presently planned. This approach probably would allow PV systems to be
instal l ed with minimal or no battery storage. The sizing of pumps will
depend on the required capacity, depth, etc., with 10 to 15 meters being
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typical. Power requests are about 1.5-3 KN.
The life of diesel systems in pumping applications is estimated at
between 3 months and 2 years, with most estimates suggesting the shorter time
periods. The major problems facing diesels are availability of qualified
maintenance labor, spare parts and fuel.
Many groups are involved in drilling bore holes and providing pumpss
the state ministries of rural development, Federal Department of Rural
Development in the Ministry of Agriculture, River Basin Development Authorities,
eederal Ministry of Water Resources, and World Bank-funded Accelerated
Development Projects. They will be potential buyers of PV powered pumps. In
all cases, discussions yielded consistent responses concerning the inability
to maintain and service the diesel or gasoline powered pumps. In Kano State,
where the ministry of rural development plans 1,000 boreholes in the next
five years, officials are considering use of an operator in each village to
turn the pump on and off several times per day, and to service it as needed.
These officials were not optimistic that even this measure would be effective,
although they felt alternatives were extremely limited. It is estimated that
as many as 10,000 boreholes may be drilled nationwide over the next five
years, with the vast majority of these relying on diesel or gasoline powered
Pumping systems. The fourth development plan allocates over $400 million for
the drilling and powering of these water sucolies.
5.4.2 Village Health Centers
The unavailability of reliable electrical power poses severe limitations
on small clinics in rural villages. Power is needed for: 1) small
refrigerators and freozer units (200W) for storage of vaccines, perishable
medications, and other supplies; 2) fluorescent lighting for examinations
and operations (10-20W each); 3) halogenic or W sterilizers (100W); 4) audio-
visual equipment (400w); 5) radio transmitter (100w); and 6) a water pump, if
a central water source is not available. The total load for these facilities
would run about 1 kw and operate 9 to 10 hours/day. Reliability and low
maintenance will be the major factors in purchase of any systems. A dwionstration
of the effectiveness of PV systems will be necessary for any significant
number of sales to occur.
The Ministries of Health and Agriculture, and the Office of Rural
Development will be the primary purchasers of such systems. Current plans
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call for the expenditure of over $200 million over the next five years on
basic health service schemes, the primary element of which is development
of local health clinics serving 2,000-5,000 people and providing basic
medical care. The state governments are placing top priority on development
of these clinics. It is expected that 100 to 200 of these local clinics may
be built over the next five years.
5.4.3	 Education Centers
The application of diesel generators for school compounds is considered a
necessity fcr staffing village schools in many parts of northern Nigeria. In
many states there is great difficulty in obtaining the teachers for schools
without at least a diesel generator. The generators which provide lighting
for the compound and the other amenities necessary for the staff are subject
to frequent breakdown. Pv power supplies for school compounds could provide a
relatively trouble-free source of power for isolated schools, allowing, in
addition, the use of video cassettes and educational television, and
lights for adult education programs. Sizing of systems will depend on the
extent of electrification of each compound, but lighting and TV would require
only modest systems.
The primary function is to provide power for lighting, water pumping
and small motors. Depending on the size of the school, the load would
fall somewhere between 400 w and 1.5 kw, operating for 5-10 hrs./day. The
Nigerian Ministry of Education and the state governments plan to spend
over $500 million on renovation and construction of new secondary and
technical schools throughout Nigeria over the next five years and the
number of PV powered systems for st_;.:s purposes could be about 500-1000.
5.4.4 Extension Service Audiovisual Aids
Project directors in several agricultural development projects were
interested in the potential for PV to power audiovisual equipment. Use of
video cassettes or slide projectors should be possible with a simple battery
charger utilizing PV cells. The Accelerated Development Projects planned
for all the states in Nigeria are intending to utilize at least one extension
agent per 500 farmers. Purchase of these systems would be through the Ministry
of Agriculture and the state governments. The extension agent program is being
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developed. The demand for PV powered systems slight be about 80-100 systems
per year. These systems would supply a load equivalent to about 10ON operating
for 1 to 2 hre./day.
5.5 Summary
Table 5.1 shows a compilation of the estimated power requirements and
the expected number of installations for the applications described in this
chapter. These estimates form the basis for the cost analysis and market
estimate conducted in the next chapter.
TABLE 5.1:
Agriculture/Rural Development Applications
Estimated Power Expected No. required
Application Rating (KW) 1982-1986
Micro-Irrigation 1	 -1.2 51000
veterinary Units .8-1.0 200
Grinding 1.5 3,000-4,000
Dryer Fans 1	 -1.5 500
Produce Coolers 1.5 2,000-4,000
Ice Makers 5 200
Water/Boreholes 1.5-3 51000-10,000
Health Centers 1 100-	 200
Education Centers 1	 -1.5 500- 1,000
Extension Service 0.1 400-	 500
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6.0 MARKET ASSESSMENT
6.1 Introduction
The PV market size estimates for the applications described in Chapter
five are based upon a comparison of life-cycle costs for PV systems and
conventional engine generator sets. Although cost comparisons is the major
criterion, a number of other factors are critical to any decision making
process in Nigeria. As a result market estimation included factors such
ass
• reliability of system
• maintenance requirements and service network availability
• status associated with new technology
• Nigerian business practices which often encourage high initial
costs.
A major factor influencing the market assessment was the lack of authori-
tive data or large variations in available data. For instance,
the official national price for fuel is 90*/gallon for diesel and $1.15/gal.
for gasoline. In major cities fuel was often available at these prices,
whereas in rural areas prices ran as high as $3.40/gallon for diesel, when
it was available. Similarly, the lifetime of small diesel generator sets
(under 15KWe) was estimated at anywhere from 2 months to three years, with
no one interviewed reporting lifetimes greater than 4-5 years.
Given the importance of non-cost factors in Nigeria, the market estimation
approach was to perform a cost-competitiveness analysis to obtain a preliminary
estimate and then impose the non-quantitative factors to arrive
at a final market estimate for PV system use in the Nigerian agriculture
sector. Thus, the analysis is a blend of a formal cost-analysis and a more
informal assessment of how markets may develop in Nigeria.
Section 6.2 briefly describes the methodology used in the market size
assessment analysis. In Section 6.3 a series of cost-competitive analyses
are described. These analyses identify the year in which PV becomes com-
petitive (on a life-cycle cost basis) to conventional systems. Section 6.4
summarizes the market and institutional factors that constitute incentives
and barriers to PV use. Section 6.5 presents potential market size estimates.
6.2 Market Assessment Methodology
Market size estimates are developed in two atages. In Stage 1, the
life-cycle cost of PV systems is compared to that of the most competitive
conventional power system for a variety of applications. For example, for
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Iapplications requiring a power capacity of about iKW or less, the competitor
is gasoline generators. For larger systems it is diesel generators. The life-
cycle costs of PV systems and the competing conventional systems are calculated
on an annual system purchase basis, from 1980 to 1990. When costs become equal,
a PV system installed in that year costs as much as a conventional system
installed in the same year, as measured on a life-cycle basis. Thus, the
analysis enables one to determine when PV systems become co"titive with
conventional systems.
The second stage combines the results of the cost-analysis with non-
cost factors to de3slop market site estimates for PV systems in the agricultural
sector. Factors described in section 6.4 such hs financing availability,
equipment replacement rates and national development priorities are included
to determine final market estimates.
6.3 Cost Analysis
The cost analyses are based on accepted life-cycle costing principles.
The economic analysis compares to the life cycle costs of PV systems to its
conventionally powered competitor to determine the first year of cost
competitiveness of the PV system.
The analysis was run fox the following four applications: 1) borehole
pumps for village water supplies; 2) produce coolers; 3) veterinary centers;
4) micro-irrigation. These four applications were chosen, in part, because
more data was available relative to other applicatio;,s where the potential
for PV may be as high. The basic assumptions used in the cost analysis are
as follows:
Inflation* 0%
Discount Rate 12•
Loan Fraction 0
Life of Diesel/gasoline 5,000 hrs.
sets
Fuel cost (diesel, gag- $0.90,	 $1.15/gal.
olive)
Fuel Escalation rate 3%
PV system lifetime 20 years
Salvage Value 0
Labor Cost
PV $2/hr.
Conventional $4/hr.
*All costs, and financial parameters measured in real terms after factoring
out inflation.
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Other assumptions uned in the cost analyses are shown in Table 6.1 and 6.2.
Table 6.3 shows the results of the analyses for the four applications indicating
the necessary peak array size, the first year the PV system is oompetitive,
and the life cycle cost per Kwh (1980$) in the first year of cost-competitiveness.
In general, the cost-canpetitiveness of PV systems is most sensitive
to the lifetime assumed for diesel systems. When short lifetime are assumed
(2-3 yrs,) most PV applications become cost-competitive, by 1962. A major
drawback to the credibility for thin type of analysis in the Nigerian context
is the use of life-cycle costing, a concept not widely used in Nigeria.
Although some groups are beginning to use life-cycle analysis, usually the
low-first cc..c approach to system or equipment selection is taken. Thus,
greater awareness of life-cycle cost analysis, although slow in eominq, will
be of benefit in trying to sell PV systems in in Nigeria.
6.4 Summary of Incentives and Barriers to PV Use in Agriculture
The purpose of this section is to summarize the major non-economic incentives
and constraints to PV use in Nigerian agriculture. There are a variety of
government policies, business and financial practices, and social/cultural
factors which impact upon PV system utilisation. For American PV manufacturers
the constraints or barriers to the development of a PV market in Nigeria include:
1) The unfamiliarity with PV technology and lack of successful
PV demonstrations;
2) The relatively cheap and stable price of oil in urban areas,
although price and availability varies significantly in remote
rural areas;
3) The conservatism in Nigeria towards "unproven" technologies. PV
unlike other developed country technologies has not been thoroughly
proven in the U.S. or Europe;
4) The possibility of foreign competition, particularly from the
French, Germans and Japanese;
5) The lack of distribution, parts and service networks for PV;
unavailability of skilled labor is an especially critical factor.
The major factors which will act as incentives to the use of PV systems
in agriculture include:
1) The availability of capital C.tough numerous channels, mostly
resulting from oil revenues, particularly in the form of low-
cost credit for agriculture;
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Table 6.1 Cost AnalXsis Assam tions
I. Diesel Engines 11M 2KW 3KW 4KW 511/ SKM
cost (19805) 2,200 3,600 4,840 S,670 6,840 8,500
Fuel Consumption 0.26 0.33 0.37 0.43 0.52 0.64
gal/hour at
full load
2. PV System Costs * 1980 1982 1-44 1986 1988 1990
S/WP (in 1980$) 20.85 11.73 9.14 6.55 5.28 4.40
inclusive of
batteries
3. Average daily insolation - 390 langleys.
4. O i M for PV system - 0.02 hours/KWp/operating day
S. 0 i M for diesel system - 0.15 hours/hours of operation.
*Source: JPL, 1980 Program Summary Document
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TABU 6. 2
8YSTZM FACTORS *
Borehole Water Micro- Produce Veterinary
`supply Irrigation Ooo^ Center
3.1 1.2 1.2 1
8 6 9 8
12 8 12 12
6710 3700 4100 2880
0 0 eutectic 150
salt i
batteries
4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
diesel diesel dies*! gasoline
System
Facto-
Load Size Kw
lira used/day
Months used/yr.
Annual Kwh
Battery Storage
Amp hrs.
Conventional
Engine Size (Kw)
TABLE 6.3
COST ANALYSIS
Life Cycle Cost in
Array Size	 First Year of	 S/Kwh in First
Application	 KWp	 Cost-Competitiveness	 Year of Cost-Coaypetitivenesr
Borehole pumping
x-illage water
supply
6.0 1982 0.36
Micro -Irrigation
2.6 1983 0.45
Produce Cooler
3.7 19F^I .51
Veterinary Center
2.1 1981 0.57
R
Specific details of the systems are provided in chapter five, i.e.,gallons
of water pumped/hr. and depths.
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2) Qomitment of federal government to assisting small-scale
agriculture and rural developeeat, through supply of input
factors including energy and the provision of basic amenities
in rural sector (i.e., potable water, agriculture produce grinding
and storage).
3) The limited nature of the utility grid including its unreliability
and the prospects for slowed rural electrification program.
4) The low maintenance aspect of PV systems in a nation plagued by
maintenance problems for conventional energy systems.
A summary of the relative degree of constraint/incentive for current
Nigerian business and financial practices is provided in Table 6.4.
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TABLE 6. 4
CHARACTERIZATION OF BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT/FINANCIAL BARRIERS,
CONSTRAINTS AND INCENTIVES TO PHOTOVOLTAICS
Degree of
Constraints /Incentives
Towards Photovoltaics
Relative to Conventional
Area	 Present Status Power Generator Sets
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Dealer/Importer/Manu-	 a Dealers often act as exclu- No effect
facturer Relationship agents for products
e Credit terms range up to
60 days for small equipment-- Moderate
installment payment terms for disadvantage
i.
large items (25%	 deposit,
two-year monthly install-
ments).
Service/maintenance	 a Dealers do not usually Moderate
stock high value parts disadvantage
e Maintenance of small systems Small
left to purchaser--large disadvantage
systems serviced by dealer.
• Warranty terms are very No effect
limited on small conventional
systems.
e Major shortage of skilled Large advantage
workers for conventional
generators.
Foreign Competition	 a U.S. is 2nd or 3rd in motor No effect
generators set field.
e U.S. technology generally Small
well respected advantage
e Strong competition by Moderate
Europeans and Japanese in disadvantage
alternators and motor market.
s French and Germans are Moderate
interested or are currently disadvantage
developing PV market.
Japanese are monitoring
situation.
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TABLE 6.4 (Cunt.) ►
Degree of
Constraints/Incentives
Towards Photovoltaics
Relative to Conventional
Power Generator SetsArea
	 Present Status
Investment Climate
Standards and Regula-
tions
• Investment in high cost
projects are often preferred.
• Government offers a number
of financial incentives to
manufacturers to site plants
in Nigeria.
• Generally, all U.S.
standards are acceptable.
Large
advantage
Moderate
advantage
Small
advantage
FINANCIAL PRACTICES
Role and Responsi-
bilities
Loan Terms for Long -
Term Loans
• Government funded financial
system would provide both
long-term and short-term
financing at low rates.
• Privately-owned financial
system provides short-term
working capital.
• Skepticism until technical
feasibility demonstrated
• Capital available from both
private and public sources
• Total long-term capital
available for agriculture
and rural development is large.
• Funding will be provided
for many energy related
public works projects.
• Competition of PV for loans
to provide other basic
agricultural inputs
• Interest rates between 3-11 ♦
• High debt-equity ratio
Small
advantage
Small
advantage
Moderate
disadvantage
Large
advantage
Large
advantage
Large
advantage
Moderate
disadvantage
Moderate
advantage
Small
advantage
Attitudes to PV
Long-Term Investment
Capital
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TABLg 6.4 (Cont.)
Area Present Status
• 2-6 year maturity
e Loans range from $10,000
to $100,000 or more
Degree of
Constraints/Incentives
Towards Photovoltaics
Relative to Conventional
Power Generator Sets
Small
disadvantage
No effect
AWARENESS AND INTEREST
IN PV
Public Sector
Private Sector
•	 Lack of information on PV Disadvantage
by government decision-makers.
•	 Wait and see attitude towards Moderate
PV by energy officials disadvantage
•	 Skepticism by planners that Moderate
PV could compete with oil and disadvantage
gas
•	 High interest in PV once Moderate
characteristics are understood advantage
•	 Active and enthusiastic Small
entrepreneurial interest advantage
in PV by Nigerian
businessmen
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6.5 Market Size Estimation
Estimation of the number of sites for different applications is
difficult in Nigeria. Furthermore, PV market size estimation methodologies
that use current and projected gasoline and diesel generator sales as an
indicator of possible PV sales can be misleading. This is so for two reasons:
1) in Nigeria most large diesel generators are used to provide back-up power
in the case of grid power failure; 2) In many agricultural applications,
gasoline and diesel engines are directly coupled to equipment, without the
need for an electricity generator. Thus, even if fully known, goner<itor
sales are an inadequate indicator since they do not take into account a
large segment of the feasible agricultural sector market. Secondly, in Nigeria,
cost if often not the only major assessment factor. In many potential PV
applications conventional systems are currently not used or are used with
limited success. The market size estimation procedure begins by establishing
a preliminary market size. This market size is defined as the KWp equivalent
of the total number of cost-competitive applications in the 1981-86 timeframe.
The preliminary estimates is then modified to reflect the non-economic con-
straints and incentives to achieving the potential market.
The primary criteria used were as follows:
• Extent of potential applications;
• Capital availability;
• Perceived problems of conventional energy systems;
• Technical barriers to PV use; primarily lack of demonstrations
and incompatible load schedules;
• Institutional barriers; primarily hesitancy to accept new
technologies, lack of awareness of PV possibilities and limitations,
lack of awareness of life-cycle cost concepts, unique problems of
conducting business in Nigeria (i.e., infrastructure problems,
business practices).
These factors are subjectively weighted to reflect their relative
importance to PV market penetration. One factor of particular importance
is capital availability. Capital for PV system purchase is expected to be
available from three sources; 1) the federal government; 2) the state govern-
ments; and 3) private sources. Of these three, federal funds will be availa-
ble first, followed closely by private funds (currently available if packaged
systems were available) and state funds. Private sources of capital are
clearly the most difficult to estimate. However, they are assumed to be
very large, judging by the high demand and even higher prices paid for luxury
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consumer items in Nigeria. Capital available to states is in part a function
of the national development plan. Federal support normally makes up about
60-70% of the states' budget. Total capital expenditure budgets for the 19
states over the next five years is approximately $50.4 billion. Approximately
$10 billion of this will go for water and rural development projects. Federal
funding available for PV systems is expected to be large (upwards of $50
million) if PV systems are demonstrated to be technically feasible, have
high reliability and meet some measure of cost-competitiveness.
Since there is considerable uncertainty in an estimating market size,
two predictions are made based on two scenarios. The two scenarios used
were as follows:
• The base case assumed a continuation of present conditions for
PV awareness in Nigeria, and barriers and incentives summarized
in the previous section continue to be relevant and applicable.
e The increased activity scenario assumes the PV systems are successfully
demonstrated at an early date, increased government interest is
realized, aggressive marketing is pursued by PV companies, and
little improvement is made in use and service of conventional power
systems.
The market estimates include those applications for which a formal
cost-analysis was not applied. These additional applications have been
described in Chapter 5. These applications have similar power and energy use
characteristics to the ones for which a cost analysis was conducted. Thus,
they will have similar cost-competitiveness characteristics. Estimates are
also made for non-agricultural applications many of which are described in
Chapter 7.
Table 6.5 gives estimates of market for PV systems in Nigeria for each
scenario.
TABLE 6.5
Estimates of PV Market Size
in Nigerian Agriculture Sector (KWp)
s
Base Case
Year Annual Cumulative
1981 15 15
1982 70 85
1983 350 435
1984 480 925
1985 750 1675
198x, 1250 1925
Increased Activit
Annual Cumulative
50 50
150 200
400 550
700 1250
1300 2550
2100 4650
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6.6 Conclusions
There are many characteristics ofithe Nigerian agricultural sector and
economy that will influence the market for PV systems. Below are listed the
most and least favorable:
AdvantaSes
• Stated government policies towards rural and agricultural development;
• Availability of capital from both government and private sectors;
• Shortage cf skilled labor for maintaining conventional systems;
• Short-life of conventional generating sets in rural applications.
Disadvantages
• Potentially stable price of oil;
• Need for clear demonstration of technical reliability;
• Potential lack of marketing and service channels for PV systems;
• Lack of awareness of potential and possibilities for PV systems.
If present business practices continue, the market for PV power systems in
the Nigerian agricultural sector and for rural servies will be large. The
most important factors are the availability of capital and the high premium
placed on high reliability, low maintenance systems. The market will consist
primarily of government-funded small power applications and government communi-
cations projects with some sales going to affluent individuals and corporations.
In the 1982-1983 'imeframe and beyond, the market for larger systems would
begin to develop as soon as products are available in packaged systems.
Cumulative market size in the 1981-1986 timeframe is estimated to be about
1.9 to 4.7 MWp.
The decision on whether to attempt penetration of Nigerian markets with
PV systems must obviously be a careful one on the part of the U.S. companies,
however it is, one that warrants serious consideration in view of the large
potential market. Section 7 on other PV markets and Section 8 on Business
Environment complete the picture of the Nigeria market potential.
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7.0 OTHER PV NAR10E'i'8
Although this study concentrated on potential market applications in
the agriculture and rural development sectors, a significant demand for PV
systems already exists for other applications or is likely to develop in
the medium term. These applications are largely in the area of remote
power for all types of communications systems. Other uses include cathodic
protection, signalling devices, and domestic power systems.
It is important to note that these applications demand high reliability
and convenience. in order to be competitive, PV systems must demonstrate
this advantage effectively. Because of the lack of trained engineers, system
assemblers and technicians, it will be wry important for PV companies to
provide complete systems (as opposed to providing just the modules and power
conditioning equipment, for example) as well as making available service
guarantees.
7.1 Electricity for Public Buildings
A high priority in Nigeria's Fourth National Development Plan and NEPA's
rural electrification plans is the electrification of all local government
centers. However, because of the slow pace of grid expansion, relatively
more important facilities such as police headquarters may require electric
power and communications links before grid connection takes place, thus
necessitating stand-alone power systems. Already many facilities have
diesel electric generator sets but experience serious maintenance and fuel
supply problems as well as difficulty in keeping operating personnel in
more isolated locations. Discussions with local government officials as
well as high-ranking Federal Government sources indicatted that because
of these problems and also the political benefit to be gained from a PV
demonstration in a local government headquar-ters, PV power systems may
find a market in this sector. Marketing would be targeted directly
toward state and local government officials.
7.2 Relay Stations for Military Communications
The Nigerian military has a great need for more reliable long-distance
communications as the network of military posts and communication links
expand. Currently, problems with diesel systems are sufficiently severe
that the Army is often forced to use the commercial telephone network.
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The military is known to be interested in alternate power systems for remote
relay stations and the potential for replication of a successful PV demonstration
oould be significant in this high-priority application.
The stations operate twenty-four hours per day, but the exact powr
requirements of these systems are not known. These are typical military
communications systems with all the associated redundancies of equipment.
Many systems are grid connected using diesel generators as back-up sources
of power. Although the military is known to be interested in alternate power
supplies they are also known to be very cost-conscious. Officials indicated
that total electric power for these stations including buildings, may be
desired. Systems sold in this market would require high reliability, implying
fully integrated systems with automatic back-up power and/or substantial battery snortage.
Marketing should be directed toward the telecommunications and signalling
divisions of the Nigerian Army, Air Force and Navy.
7.3 Rural TV Receivers
The number of TV sets in Nigeria is expanding rapidly, as are all markets
for consumer electronics. Many sets are owned by consumers in rural locations
which have no source of electric power and are operated by batteries which
must be recharged approximately every week. The costs of battery recharging
are not insignificant (about $3 to $4), and the inconvenience of this method
provides an incentive for alternate systems. If PV-powered television sets
became widely available at a reasonable price, this market could represent
one of the largest potential applications for PV in Nigeria. Development of
this potential will depend on:
• design of a PV module which is specifically made to fit the
TV sets and batteries commonly in use in rural Nigeria, which
contains all the necessary elements (including connecting cables,
mounting rods, etc.) and which is of the minimum size required for
powering the TV set (not a system designed to power TV, lighting
and various home appliances);
e proper advertisement of the systems, emphasizing convenience and
prestige aspects; and
• encouraging competition among various dealers to keep dealer
margins to a minimum.
Marketing would be directed toward electronics dealers and consumer adver-
tising channels.
F
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The market potential of PV for other home appliances such as lighting,
fans and air conditioners is probably a small fraction of the potential for
PV TV. For these other appliances, less expensive and relatively reliable
alternatives do exist, and consumers are unlikely to invest in these appli-
ances the relatively large sums which they would pay to have an independent-
ly-powered TV set.
7.4 Television Relay and Repeater Stations
As part of its policy to expand national information and communications
capabilities the federal government has required that Nigeria Television Authority
programming be available anywhere in Nigeria. This will require microwave
links or relay stations wbirh are used to transmit signals from one major TV
station to another and to zonal switching centers for local broadcasting. In
general, a relay station needs a power source of about 1RW, necessitating a
PV array of 3-4KWp in Nigeria. over $5 million has been committed to establish-
ing this network of television links in the Fourth National Development Plan*,
and it is believed the Nigeria Television Authority is interested in PV power
as an alternative to diesel generators. Marketing efforts should be directed
toward the transmission division of the Nit-)ria Television Authority.
Repeater stations are smaller than relays and are used largely in
rural areas to receive signals from the main TV stations and broadcast
them to TV receiver sets in the surrounding area. Their power requirements
are smaller than for relay stations, generally in the 120 to 600 W range
and only operating during broadcasting hours. Because of the number of
repeater stations necessary to provide TV to the whole of Nigeria, they
will be well dispersed throughout the country with many requiring stand-
alone power systems. Again marketing should be directed toward the Nigeria
Television Authority.
7.5 Cathodic Protection
Despite oil's importance to Nigeria's modern economy, the distribution
network for petroleum li--ducts wit* in Nigeria has r;jmained relatively
undeveloped. Many large pipeline and storage projects were started in
*Fourth National Development Plan, p. 72
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the previous development plan period in order to improve the existing
network and are still under construction. Over $1 billion is committed
in this plan period for a variety of refinery, pipeline, storage and
maintenance projects. Cathodic protection for pipelines and storage,
and also for offshore drilling and production equipment in Nigeria's oil
industry could be a signficant PV market, especially given the highly
corrosive conditions of Nigeria's coastal climate, where much of the oil
industry is located. Marketing should be directed toward the Nigerian
National Petroleum Corporation, which manages all oil sector programs.
7.6 Transportation Applications
The use of PV power for small isolated transportation signalling
devices is well known in the U.S. and is an application which makes equal
if not more sense in developing countries where energy is a problem. The
transportation sector in Nigeria is allocated over $11 billion in the Fourth
Development Plan, with funds going to virtually every aspect of road, rail,
aviation and water transport systems. Both for replacement and installation
of new signalling devices, the following applications are seen to represent
substantial market potential for already available U.S. pV products:
• Marine Signals: light buoys, lighthouses and radio signallers
in Nigeria's increasingly busy ports. Contact is the Port
Authority within the Ministry of Transport.
• Airport Signals: advance landing strip radio beacons for Nigerian
airports (3 international and 14 other commercial airports).
Contact is Airports Authority within the Ministry of Transport;
• Rail Signals: switching devices,and lights for level crossings.
Contact is the Nigerian Railway Corporation in the Ministry of
Transport.
7.7 Conclusions
It is difficult to know the size of these potential markets without
exact knowledge of specific system expansion plans and the current power usage
patterns. In some areas, such as the oil sector and transportation sector,
data is likely to be available on existing equipment usage. The amount of
funding for these growing sectors in Nigeria, coupled with a prevalent interest
in new and alternate systems throughout the country, indicate strong market
potential for PV.
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8.0 BUS IMS MWIMMENT
8.1 U.S.-Nigerian Business lwlations
Nigeria has a mixed economic system with both t1:o public and private
sectors involved in investment. Nany activities such as utiiitier and transportation,
petroleum production and all communications are state owned and controlled.
Further, the Federal government exerts a large influence over other sectors
of the economy through various policies, controlling investment priorities
and participation in large projects as a minority or majority shareholder.
However, private enterprise is strongly encouraged in commercial.,
industrial and agricultural-related activities, and fields such as mechanical
and electronic equipment, textiles, food and manufacturing (although government
is often a partner in many large enterprises). Both the Nigerian government
and Nigerian businessman are keen to increase business ties with the U.S.
The U.S. is Nigeria's largest trading partner and they are interested in
continuing to expand these relationships. Although there is enthusiasm
on the part of the Nigerians for doing business with the U.S., from the
American business point of view Nigeria represents a large but not totally
understood market. Although the potential problems of doing business in
Nigeria have probably been exaggerated, differences from the American way
of doing business do exist. Probably the most useful summary of these
problems is contained in an OICD/USDA report, 1 which details prospects
for U.S. agribusiness firms in Nigeria.
In general, business practices in Nigeria are similar to those of
many developing countries, where firms will often be required to be flex-
ible and creative ir. order to succeed. The Joint Agriculture Coordinating
Committee (formed between Nigeria and the U.S. to promote agricultural re-
lated business) suggested basic guidelines for U.S. firms wishing to do
business in Nigeria and are listed in Appendix B.
Since Nigerian Yaw requires that any business in Nigeria be at
least partially owned by Nigerians, obtaining a partner is an essential
issue. Such partnership can be with federal or state governments or
government backed organisations, private corporations, or individuals.
A good partnership is essential so a careful choice is extremely important.
1
"Agricultural Investment in Nigeria," Op. Cit. - See P. 4-2
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The issue of "payments" is on* causing consternation to many U.S. fires
and individuals. There are two general categories. The first, known as
"dash', is generally a small amount paid as a "generous tip," operating as
the "grease which keeps the cogs and wheels of business moving." Large
commissions to government officials for assistance in securing contracts or
reward for contracts secured are another matter. This category of payment
for U.S. firms doing business in Nigeria falls within the purview of the
Foreign Corrupt practices Act of 1977. The penalties for actions covered
by this act are significant for companies and corporate officers involved.
Moreover, the Act requires "affirmative action" regarding nonviolation.
8.2 Level of public Awareness
The level of knowledge about PV systems is in general very low
throughout Nigeria. The most knowledgeable individuals interviewed were
associated with universities, followed by agricultural ministry personnel.
The Ministry of Science and Technology, is reported to have the highest
degree of understanding of PV systems within Nigeria. Thus, an educational
effort to raise the general level of awareness about PV systems must be
undertaken. The awareness of PV systems is directly related to the overall
general low level of awareness about energy systems. Thus, with the exception
of a few key people, a major problem to developing a PV market in Nigeria
will be the development of an understanding of the potential and limitations
of PV and PV system applications. However, onus the concept of PV is
demonstrated or explained, a great deal of enthusiasm was developed during
discussions with Nigerian officials.
A key to development of the PV market in Nigeria will be operational
size demonstrations with high visibility. Throughout the trip this point
was emphasized as basic before any substantial purchases would occur. If
these demonstrations were successful, the purchase of PVs would surely
follow. Capital cost, although a factor, did not appear to be the major
determinant if the demonstrations proved successful. Reliability and
low maintenance factors were perhaps the most critical factor. A number
of options for demonstrations exist ranging from PV manufacturer funding to
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total Nigerian government funding. Scam form of cost-sharing will most
likely be the quickest route to demonstration of PV capabilities.
8.3 Entrepreneurial Interest
There is currently little entrepreneurial interest in photovoltaics in
Nigeria. However, in the instances where businessmen began to
understand PV rysLems and potentials, a large degree of interest was generated.
It was felt Ly most that PV could develop as a large industry within Nigeria,
if it were demonstrated to be technologically feasible and highly reliable.
Given the Nigerians' high business acumen, their level of interest in PV
will be directly related to the technical feasibility of PV systems operating
in Nigeria and the potential for profit. In general, Nigerian buLinessmen
are interested in entering into partnerships with American businessmen.
To date, PV activities have been limited to preliminary operations
by two U.S. PV firms with Nigerian partners and a French PV manufacturer.
Given that no major PV system sales have occurred, the low level of entre-
proneurial interest is understandable. However, based on numerous discus-
sions, it is believed that once the general level of undsrstan4ing is raised,
a surge of entrepreneurial interest ranging from import to manufacturing
enterprises will arise.
8.4 Summary of Nigerian Electric Generating Equipment PArket
The bulk of small electric generating systems are sold from manufac-
turers through importer /dealers to end-users. A broad range of generating
and water-pumping equipment is available throu gh distributors in all major
cities. 1.Agos is the main import center and supplies most of the country
with equipment and parts. Nost retailers or.?y handle one or two brands of
equipment which are supplied by a major import. house (usually in Lagos)
which handles only one brand of equipment. The major brand names are
subsidiaries of foreign companies with Nigerian partners (up to 40% foreign
equity) which normally act as the sole importer and wholesale distributor
for that brand of equipment.
Credit is not generally eztended in equipment purchases, particularly
for small types of equipment. For larger generating sets, credit is some-
times available depending on the purchaser and the part{cular company sel-
ling Vie equipment.
Service on equipment sales and spare parts is limited outside of the
major cities. The shortage of trained mechanics and parts outside of Lagos,
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Kaduna, Port Harcourt, Enugu and a few other cities is severe. Even
within the major cities service is a problem, due to the large number of
private generating sets and the limited number of service personnel. In
the.case of large generating sets, 100KW and up, the supplier will sometimes
extend a service contract (especially if a government agency is the pur-
chaser). For smaller systems, however, either the end-user repairs and
mairtairs the system, or it must be brought back to the place of purchase
for service.
End-users in Nigeria tend not to be highly price-sensitive. Prices
vary considerably throughout the country and often within the same city
Availability of equipment at the time of purchase is oftei. a larger cr •,..-
sideration than price.
Presently, British suppliers lead in the electric generator set
field, followed by the Germans, Americans and Japanese. The largest
British suppliers include Lister, Blackstone, and Perkins. The Germans
who dominate the large diesel generator markets with MAN, Dentz and Mer-
cedes Benz sets, also sell smaller sized (5-20KW) Bosch equipment in Ni-
geria. American equipment distributed in Nigeria includes Caterpillar
(soon to be assembled in-country), Cummins, Wisconsin, Briggs and
Stratton, Home 1Ite, and McCulloch. The Airerican equipment tends to be
small, portable generating and piunping equiprcr.: (1 - 15KW) and to com-
pete directly with the smaller Japanese equipment. The exception is
Caterpillar, which sells larger generator sets to building constructors,
etc., based upon their success with construction equipment. The Japanese
sell small Honda and Yahama engines, with Yamaha sets being assembled
in Nigeria and receiving a direct price break as a result. The Japanese
have been in the market only a short time and are the fastest growing
segment of the sector.
The majority of engine sets are not sold for use in the agricul-
tural sector. Larger systems 251a1 and above are sold to private indiv-
iduals and business as back-up to the often unreliable utility quid
system. Smaller systems find large use in urban areas for construction
projects, small power requirements and water pumping. Rural applications
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of this type of equip wnt are limited primarily to applications requiring
small, intermittent power, e.g., threshing.
Most equipment is imported fully assembled, the major exception being
Yamaha generators which are assembled in-country (this does not include
assembly of some larger systems broken down for transport).
The government is encouraging in-country manufacture of equipment, but
realizes that this will be a slow effort given the low availability of
mechanically skilled labor.
8,5	 Foreign PV Competition
5
Presently the French (Elf Oil) are the only country active in PV
within Nigeria.	 They are currently developing a 5KW demonstration in
Northwest Nigeria.	 This demonstration is being funded in part by the
French government.	 The German MAN company has begun tentative discussions
in Nigeria, but at present does not have any representation in Nigeria.
	
The
Japanese are not currently active in *'x eria, but have been monitoring
the Nigerian market.
8.6
	 Climate for Investment
The cli:oate for U.S. investment in Nigeria is very good. 	 The
Nigerians wish to strengthen ties with the U.S. 	 No specific provisions
with respect to taxes, equity and tariffs for PV importation or in-country
manufacture have been designated.	 As interest in 7 7 develops, their
status with regard to imports and in-country manufacture 	 may change to
favor use of this technology.
	
An additional incentive to PV firms
interested in Nigeria is Nigeria's central role in the Economic Community
of west African States.
8.7	 Standards and Regulations
Generally, all U.S. standards are acceptable in Nigeria. 	 The tech-
nical orientation of industry in Nigeria is British, with a major leaning
towards U.S. standards. y
8.8	 Government Regulations
Specific tariffs for PV systems have not been declared. 	 In gen-
eral, tariff rates vary depending upon the need for the product, whether
there is an indigenous industry, or whether the product is brought in
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fully assembled or requires in-country assembling. The rate for energy
systems equipment is 15t. However, PV systems may be included in agri-
cultural inputs and hence be subject to a very low tariff rate.
Foreign PV firms would be permitted to hold 40% equity ir. any Ni-
gerian operation under present law. As the Nigerian foreign ownership
schedule is presently structured, if PV systems were assembled in'Ni-
geria foreign equity could be as much as 60%. The whole foreign owner-
ship scheduling structure is currently under review with the likely out-
come being that a loosening of the classifications and criteria will
occur.
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Appendix A
List of Contacts
Mr. S. P. ADEFILA
Agriculture Assistant Director
Federal Ministry of Water Resources
9 Kofo Abayimi Road
Victoria Island,
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. B. A. ADESANYA
Assistant General Manager
National Electric Power Authority
Marina Road
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. Ogih ADESEKO
First Bank
47 Muring Road
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. A. A. ADESIDA
Manager, Agricultural Lending
First Nigeria Bank
Broad Street
Lagos, NIGERIA
Alhaji AHMADU Ruf'ai
General Manager, Hadejia-Jamale River Basin Authority
Madarginri Road
Kano, NIGERIA
Mr. Harunu AHMADU
Administrative Director
Nigerian Agriculture Promotion Corporation, Limited
Kadunu, NIGERIA
Mr. Ahmed ALTI
Project Manager
Funtua Agriculture Development Project
Kadunu, NIGERIA
Dr. Alex ANIMALU
Department of Physics
University of Nigeria at Nsukka
Nsukka, NIGERIA
Mr. A. AYO
Assistant Director, Agriculture Planning
Ministry of Agriculture
Federal Office Complex, Victoria
Lagos, NIGERIA
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John DAVIES
Director, Agriculture Research Institute
University of Ahmed Bello
Zaiia, NIGERIA
Mr. B. DELZIHOISE
UTC, Limited
Matori Road
Appapu, NIGERIA
Mr. EJIOFOH
Holt Engineering (Nigeria) Limited
Matori Road
Oregun, NIGERIA
Mr. P. S. ERRIDGE
General Manager, Putnam (Nigeria) Limited
225 Appapu Road
Iganmu, NIGERIA
Dr. C. Z. EZEILO
Mechanical Engineering Department
University of Nigeria at Nsukka
Nsukka, NIGERIA
Les FREEMAN
Market Manager
R. T. Briscoe (Nigeria) Limited
21, Creek Road
Apup , Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. Bukon G. FOMPAN
Plateau Agriculture Development Corporation
PO Box 6307, Zaria Road
Jos, NIGERIA
Mr. Charles GARMAN
International Institute for Tropical Agriculture
Ibadan, NIGERIA
Richard GRIMSHAW
Division Chief, Agriculture
World Bank
Ikoyi Island
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. E. GUILLAUME
Elf-Aquitaine Nigeria Services Limited
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. G. N. IKEANYIONWA
Chief Engineer, Ministry of Agriculture
Plateau State
Jos, NIGERIA
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Mr. Zubair M. IMUN
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Rural and Community Development
Kano State
Kano, NIGERIA
Mr. Joseph INGRAM
world Bank
Ikoyi Island
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. I. K. INUWA
Chief Engineer
Ministry of Rural and Community Development
Kano State
Kano, NIGERIA
Mr. A. O. JACOBS
Manager, Battery Sales
Lucas House, Limited
Federated Mators Industry
19 Creek Road
Appapa, NIGERIA
Mr. Sule KYSAURE
Director, Agriculture Planning
Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Kano State
Kano, NIGERIA
Dr. M. I. KOLAWOLE
Project Controller
Nigerian Agriculture Cooperative Bank
Kaduna, NIGERIA
Di. A. G. LANORDE
Director, Nigerian Veterinary School
Jos, NIGERIA
Mr. Samuel OBLU
Senior Credit Analyst
Agricultural Lending
Chase Merchants Bank
Kano, NIGERIA
Dr. C G. ODENUKWE
Projects Development Institute
Enaga, NIGERIA
Dr. J. C. ODODO
Department of Physics
University of Nigeria at Nsukka
Nsukka, NIGERIA
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Mrs. O. A. 08GE
Scientific Officer
Federal Ministry of Water Resources
9 Kofo Abayimi Road
Victoria Island
Lagos, NIGERIA
Miss OKEKE
Assistant Chief Water Engineer
Federal Ministry of Water Resources
9 Kofo Abayimi Road
Victoria Island
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. A. OLUMESE
Agriculture Planning
Ministry of Agriculture
Lagos, NIGERIA
Dr. Martin OWOREN
Deputy Director General
Nigerian Management  Institute
University of Lagos
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. O. F. J. OYAIDE
Assistant Director, Department of Rural Development
Federal Ministry of Agriculture
Victoria Island
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. David OYAKHILOME
Assistant General Manager
National Grains Productions Company, Limited
2 Maska Road
Kaduna, NIGERIA
Mr. J. PETERSON
Chase Merchants Bank Nigeria Limited
23 Awolowo Road
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. A. P. POPOOLA
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Water Resources
Victoria Island
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. A. QUIDICUTT
NITECO, Limited
ApPapa , NIGERIA
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Dr. Abdur RASHID
Planning Advisor
National Grains Production Company
2 Kaska Road
PKB 2181
Kaduna, NIGERIA
Mr. C. RICKSR
Marketing Manager
J. R. Hblt (Nigeria) Litaited
25 Creek Road
Appapu, NIGERIA
Mr. David RICKETS
Nanager, J. R. Allen (Nigeria) Limited
Creek Road
Appapu, NIGERIA
Mr. Jakonda SULEVIAN
Executive Chairman
Plateau State Agriculture Development Corporation
Zaria Road, PO Box 6307
Jos, NIGERIA
Mr. Afenbi THOMPSON
Executive Secretary
Nigerian-American Chamber of Commerce
21/25 Broad Street
Lagos, NIGERIA
Mr. S. A. UZOKWE
Agriculture Development Authority
Cpera Avenue
Ennugu, NIGERIA
Sum UZOKWE
Chief Engineer
Agriculture Development Authority, Anambra State
Ennugu, NIGERIA
Mr. Don WINSLOW
Assistant Manager
Jema'd Mechanised Farms
Kufanchan, NIGERIA
Seyi WRIGhT
Credit Analyst
Chase Merchants Bank (Nigeria) Limited
Awolowo Road
Lagos, NIGERIA
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Appetdix C
Production from Mal t holders mtkes up about 90 M of agri^cult^acal
production in Nigeria. Mechanized production is relatively insignificant,
perhaps covering 1.38 of the total land area cultivated. Mechanized large-
fauna government schemes have not met with much success, and yields have been
disappointing. Many schemes have been abandoned or scaled down. There are
only a few privately operated large scale commercial fanams. Almost every
state has a government tractor hiring unit (TM, but cost per cultivated
hectare to both government and farmers, plus high rate of break downs with
lack of spare parts, and poor quality of tractor operators and lack of
trained managers, has caused nanclerutilization of this equipment.
large-scale irrigation schemes have been planned by the government
which would eventually cover some 66,000 hectares.
cocoa
38 of the arable land demoted to this
crop; 210,000 MT of Pte; an ex-
port value of $502,000,000
Nigeria has slipped from second world producer of coma to a position
of fourth, though cocoa still accounts for 408 of all export earnings except
petroleum. Ninety-five percent of the cocoa is produced in the cocoa belt
of the West and is raised almost exclusively by traditional farmers on an
average of one hectare.
Food crops are raised an the cocoa farms during the first four years
when the cocoa is not bearing any fruit. Harvest of cocoa takes place be-
tween October and February when the fanner is usually obliged to employ
hired labor to gather the crops and tend beans during fe.=mez ►tation. Fermen-
tation consists of heaping beans from newly harvested pods together and
covering them with plantain leaves so that white pulp around the beans can
turn into liquid and be drained away. Care is requir-d in turning the heap
at least twice so as to ensure even fermentation.
Three hundred thousand farmers in Western Nigeria are directly engaged
in cocoa production, and about a third of the region's population are
C-1
dependent an the various processes of cocoa production. urge-scale
spraying against black pod and capsid started in 1556, and today all fame
are capable of using spraying equipment which may be purchased in any ce -
t ml place within the cocoa belt.
Rubber
Around 200,000 hectares in rubber;
$28,000,000 in export value
after is primarily produced in the Benin lowlands in the Wiest and
around Calabar in the East. In Benin, traditional smallholders an Is-10 ha.
of land predominate, and produce over 75% of the export rubber of the min-
try- The quality of rubber is often poor because of poor smoking and ewers
tapping by share-tappers. Recently the goroerment has given assistance in
the bLilding of smokehouses where better rubber sheets can be produced.
Rubber production has declined by 25% since the early 1970's, and some
plants have been forced to shut down.
Palen Products
340,000 MT production of palm kernels;
660,000 W production of palm oil;
$3,750,000 export value of both mops,
mostly palm kernels
Southeastern Nigeria is the main producing area of palm oil and palm
kernel. The oil palm is indigenous to this forest belt. A few farmers now
cultivate palm trees, but by far the greater majority cultivate the WILd
trees from which comes about 90% of the oil. Oil palms on catpourdlands
belong to the owner of the compound, and this applies to palms on farmland
under cultivation. Wild plans are under communal ownership, often harvested
for the cctigmon purse of the village for community development projects.
Pioneer oil mills are faced with problems of inadequate and irregular supply
of fruits.
At least 85% of the palm oil exported from Nigeria cues from the
Eastern States. Fbr good quality oil the fruit must be processed not more
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than 48 hours after cutting, but in most villages it takes as much as five
to seven days to extract the fruits from the bunch in roodbuess for steaming.
The fatty acid which forms during this period, in which aon 	 fe=en-
taticn takes place, is largely responsible for the Poor quality.
Pomxbng gates the pulp from the nuts, the former being squeezed
by hand to produce the ail. The hand press extracts more oil, but it is
still necessary to steam and pound the fruits before feeding the pulp to
the press. The economics of using the press therefore depend largely on
whether the two haws saved per gallon of oil extract.  is worth the tariff
paid for using the press. Pia-mer oil mulls euctract up to 858 of the oil
but were met with firm opposition from the women who feared the loss of
their traditional share of the proceeds. Many of the mills have failed to
pay their way and have since been demolished.
Palm fruits gathered in the eastern delta are, after cutting, softened
under a leaf cover in the sun 	 a few days before being stripped off from
the bunch. They are then thrown into large canoe-like troughs and trodden
on by 2-4 men until the fruits are reduced to gulp, nuts and oil. The oil
is scooped out at one end of the trough and stored in kerosene tins or
cababashes. Water is then added to the remaining pulp which is retreaded
so that oil canes to the surface to be collected. The oil is then boiled
to remove impurities.
Palm oil has declined in production, edible oil unable to meet even
domestic demand. Otport is in palm kernels and palm kernel oil. Six cant-
panes are engaged in kernel crushing and fifteen in palm oil processing.
Pulses
18% of the arable land devoted to pulses;
800,000 MT production
Pulses are an important protein source for the diet of Nigerians and
important as a feedstuff_ for livestock. Cow-peas are the most widely dis-
tributed and produced leg ►*te: in the country, and almost always grown in
mixe3 cultivation.	 arq' eaten with nearly every other food
r^rduct an Nigeria—ft-am fish tc •-^^ A yam. The stems and leaves, as well as
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husks, are a valuable fodder for livestock. Under present pract ces yields
are extremely low, less than 20ft hectare. Insects are the principal con-
straint to higher yields. Storage losses amount to another 20% of produc-
tion.
Groundnuts
4 % of the arable lard devoted to this
crop; 800,000 MT production; $4,000,000
in export value
Nigeria used to be the largest exporter of groundnuts in the world.
Production dropped drastically in the 1970 ' s to an average of 200,000 Mr
due to drought and declining yields. There has been a steady deterioration
in price relationships between groundnuts and food crops leading to sane
smuggling for alternate markets though the area planted to groundnuts has
remained the same.
The groundnut belt lies almost wholly within the Kano region where the
crop was formerly grown for subsistence. As with cocoa in the South, ground-
nut expansion in the Kano region has been carried out by the local farmers.
Harvesting consists of pulling out the plants by hand and hoeing the ridges
to uncover nuts. Nuts are then picked and dried in the sun after which
they may be shelled or sold unshelled. Nuts meant for export are usually
shelled, the shelling and winnowing cone by women who use wooden mortar
and pestle to beat out the shell.
Cotton
2% of the arable land devoted to this
crop; 220,000 MT production of seed
cotton; 73,000 Mr production of cotton
lint; $2,000,000 export value
Octton is a traditional export crop, but sometimes erratic production
means that even local demands are not met and mills (15 ginneries and 70
textile mills) are run at less than full capacity. Ootton is grown in the
northez^ region by traditional farmers.
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258 of arable land denoted to this crop;
a produc.& of 3,750,000 Mr
Sorghum, or guinea corn, is the most important staple cereal crap
grown in Nigeria. Its cultivation is primarily in the North, most often
in mixed cultivation with millet, and produced by anallholdera. Sorgham
takes 4-6 months to mature; harvesting takes place between November and
January; and collected heads are allowed to dry. The grain is used pri-
marily as dawn, a fermented food, and provides a valuable source of carbo-
hydrate in this form. sorghum is richer in protein than any other cereal
in west Africa and ten times richer than root crops.
Millet
228 of arable land devoted to this crop;
2,600,000 MT of production
Millet is the staple cereal where the climate is too dry for sorghum.
It can grow and thrive in and areas better than any other crop. The crop
is grown by smallholders, usually in mixed cultivation with sorghum or with
cow-peas and groundnuts. The grain is used in the same vlay as sorghum.
Maize
8% of arable land devoted to this crop;
a production of 1,400,000 Mr
Maize is the third most important cereal crop in Nigeria and is grown
largely in the rainforest and savanna zones by smallholders. It is widely
used as food for man and livestock. Fresh unripe maize is eaten, or it is
roasted or boiled. Ripe, dried grains are cooked in combination with pulses
and oil and eaten as adalu. Dried grains are also milled and made into a
porridge, most often combined wi +-' other foods. Corn mills are to be found
near most large market areas. corn is also widely used as feed for all
livestock.
I-
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Rice
1% of the arable land devoted to this
crop; 600,000 MT of production
Swamp rice along the Niger and Kaduna fadama constitute one of the
major rice producing areas in Nigeria where irrigati -n canals carry water
to the rice fields. Mechanizntion has been introduced but payment prices
are high enough so that many farmers do not make use of the service. In
Sokoto, in the Northern Aedon, 10,000 hectares of rice are at tunes mechani-
cally plowed. Zhe Western Nigeria Development Board offers mechanized culti-
vation services for about 40% of the crop.
Improved varieties are already extensively cultivated. It has been
estimated that better water control could increase yields fran 1.3 MT/
hectare to 3-4 MT/hectare.
Cassava
5t of arable land demoted to this crop;
10,600,000 MT of production
Cassava and yawn make up most of the root crop production of Nigeria.
Cassava is grown all over the country (yam being restricted by water re-
quirements), and both crops are grown by smallholders and generally in mixed
cultivation.
Apart from weeding, cassava requires very little attention; it is
highly productive even in poor soils, and can remain in the ground for long
lengths of time before harvesting is required. Harvesting is done by digging
the tubers by hand after the plant has been topped. Mechanical harvesting
reduces yields considerably due to the percentage of roots left in the ground.
Gari and fufu are the popular ways of eating cassava. In the tradi-
tional method, gari is made grating the tuber in a flat-shaped tin grater,
collecting the pulp in a knit hag and weighing it dawn with stones for 2-3
days while moisture is lost and some fexmentation cccurs. Then it is passed
through a sieve to remove lumps and heated over a sla: fire until dry. FUfu
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is prepared by peeling and slicing the root, drying slides in the sun, then
milling it into fufu powder. Some mechanized camtn mial Pro&xtion of gari
is nuw available through gari factories in three states to supply the in-
creased urban demand for this food.
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APPENDIX D
SOLAR INSOLATION IN NIGERIA
Present solar insolation data is limited to two sources in Nigeria,
the Tropical Agricultural Research Institute in Ibadan and the University
of Nigeria at Nsukka. The major factors affecting insolation are the
rainy season (May-September) in which there is intermittent sunshine, and
the Harmattan season (dusty winds of the Sahara desert which blow from
November through March). These winds virtually preclude the use of con-
centrating systems due to the high dust content in the air, particularly
in the north.
The insolation data was taken from Ibadan (southwest Nigeria 100 miles
north of Lagos) and represents the most complete data found during this
study. No data was found for the more Sahelian-like part of the country.
The data from the Nsukka site was written up in the first volume of the
Nigerian Journal of Solar Energy. The summary of the insolation data analysis
is shown below.
Conclusions
A preliminary analysis of the insolation data obtained at Nsukka using
a pyranometer has been carried out. Some of the main conclusions are:
(a) Most of the days are cloudy giving rise to a relatively small
average fractional insolation of about 0.47. Also a large
part of the observed insolation is due to diffuse scattering
so the use of solar concentrators may not be feasible.
(b) The average daily insolation is 311 t 24 langelys per day and is
not sub;ect to wide fluctuations. About 901 of this val •ie is
obtained in the period between 08 hours and 18 hours loca:.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF CLIMATIC DATA FOR 19791 - IITA CENTRAL STATION
TOTAL TOTAL
	
SOLAR
VUXIN- EVAPO-
	
RADIA-	 TEMPERATURE	 REL-HUM	 MEAN	 MEAN
FALL
	 RATION	 'LION
	 OC	 %	 TEMP REL-HUH
IvIT1l5 (MM)
	
!M ) langleys/day MIN
	 MAX
	 MIN MAX
	 oC	 %
..r-----
JAN. 0 120.84 375.43 22.8 32.5 42 98 27.8 70
FEB. 3.6 170.26 470.72 23.9 34.9 32 97 29.4 65
ka- 76.5 181.10* 480.19 23.4 33.7 42 96 28.5 69
APR. 178+.1 146.97* 493.04 23.7 32.3 53 97 28.0 75
K-%Y 205.4 139.70* 465.83 22.8 30.4 61 97 26.6 79
,711h. 133.8 98.30 392.47 23.0 29.1 66 97 26.1 82
J1rL. 290.6
r
100.20 398.39 22.6 28.5 67 97 25.5 82
AUC. 184.8 94.96* 371.f ► 1 22.7 28.0 68 97 25.4 83
SEPT. 259.4 111.10 411.84 22.0 28.6 65 97 25.4 81
CXT. 156.4 112.13 424.12 :2.6 29.8 61 96 26.3 79
I
NOV. 18.1 101.71 414.12 23.2 30.4 57 9b 26.8 77
nFC. 0 109.604 405.49 20.3 31.1 41 97 25.7 69
r
#	 val.ics adjusted for days with missing data.
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Table 5 . SUMMARY OF CLrVATIC DATA VOR 1975 • :- RUN-OFF STATION
HONTHS TOTAL
RAINFALL
TOTAL
	
SOLAR
	 TWPERt1WRE
EVAPO-	 RALIATICI4	 °C
RATION langleys/day MIN
	 MAX
mn
RELATIVE
HUMIDITY
%
MIN MAX
!'IErIN
TEMPE-
RATURE
°C
MEAN
REIATIVE
M',IDITY
%
JAN. NIL 142.12 372.41 16.9 34.0 21 91 25.5 56
FEB. 74.4 136.12 435.77 21.6 34.7 35 92 28.2 64
HlAR. 89.5 165.83 460.42 23.3 34.7 46 95 29.0 71
APR. 194.1 14;.80' 499.71 22.3 35.1 56 98 27.7 77
NAY 203.7 133.92* 441.94 22.2 31.9 62 97 27.1 80
JUNE 190.6 121.07* 446.41 22.5 31.1 62 97 26.8 80
JULY 147.1 96.52% 349.06 22.1 29.3 68 97 25.7 83
AUG. 94.0 76.87* 287.22 22.0 27.9 73 97 24.9 85
SEPT. 112.9 79.33' 204.32 21.1 20.4 69 98 24.8 84
OCT. 205.1 117.59 377.26 20.9 30.2 58 97 25.6 77
NOV. 58.3 113.92* 371.11 72.3 31.0 52 99 27.0 75
DEC. 11.0 100.66* 368.11 19.3 31.9 44 95 25.6 68
* Values adjusted for days with missing data.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Tt.BLF. 6.. SUMt6RY OF CLU4ATIC DATA FOR 1974: IXTA (BLOCK A)
.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL SOLAR	 TEMPERATURE RELATIVE MEAN Marti
IiC►YTHS Rill?- E%IAPO-- RADIATIOg	 •C	 HUMIDITY % TEMPE- REL,ATIY6
	an	 RATIOIN 1an91eys/day
	%	 RATURE HUMIDITY
1®	 : N	 HI&V	 MAX MIN :.:	 •C	 %
JAN. 1.9 115.33 330.26 20.1 32.5 32 91 26.3 62
FEB. NIL 136.17 397.41 22.9 35.1 29 91 29.0 60
MAR. 85.1 174.22 501.51 23.9 35.5 37 91 29.7 64
APR. 172.3 134.70 465.56 22.5 32.6 54 93 27.6 74
MAY. 129.0 121.83 422.65 22.7 31.9 57 93 27.3 75
JUNE 172.0 115.20 427.26 22.1 30.9 61 94 26.5 78
JULY 232.1 97.35 381.37 22.0 28.9 64 93 25.5 79
AUG. 47.0 90.21 354.66 22.3 29.6 63 94 25.9 78
SEP. 134.2 86.40 374.61 22.1 29.2 65 94 25.6 80
OCT. 170.9 99.20 401.75 21.9 30.4 61 92 26.1 77
NOV. 34.8 105.00 455.47 21.8 32.9 46 93 27.4 69
DEC. NIL 119.82 394.03 19.2 32.8 37 96 26.0 67
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Table 7. Summ ry Of Climatic D.at l'or 1973 , IC:,1 (Block A).
i	 Tot ,I	 Total
Months q,ainf:ill	 Ewipora-
i	 (mm)	 tion (mm)
i	 langleyalda►y,
Avc rra,
Sol. r
R)diation
Avc.rige	 ^Avcr3gQ
^..I
	
-nture I Rcrl •itivc:
0C	 Humi.
Average
Vean
Tempera-
tore (00
Average
Mean
Relative
Humidity, k1IN	 VAX 10IN M. AX
J^1N.	 1.3	 132.6 367.0 74.1	 34.6	 58 9 29.4 77
FEB.	 13.3	 159 . 6 155.4 :.5	 35 .5	 46 95 30.5 71
WAR.	 5::.	 167.2 :51.6 23.1	 34.1	 35 9? 28.7 64
APR.	 13•"	 143.0 ' 95.9 74.1	 33.1	 52 95 28.6 74
MAY
	
7:;,	 1:2. ° 70. S 27.7	 37.7'	 53 95 27.5 74
NN.	 175.1	 110.8 01.1 71.9	 30.1'	 61 93 26.0 77
JUL.	 176.0	 100.7 "93.9 21.8	 29.1'	 67 92 25.5
AUG.	 2 9? . 0	 9^.. ? '19s . 7^ 71.6	 28.7	 C 3 97. 25.2 '8
SEP.	 2113.3	 46.3 0.3 :1.5	 ?9.0	 61I 95 25.3 30
OCT.	 170•{9	 177.1 3.0
i
21.8	 31. 4	57 97 26.6 75
NOV.	 T	 121.4 ?71.6 71.9	 33.6	 10 94 77.8 67
DEC.	 101.8 X"0.:, 33.2	 3 9 •: 78.1 69
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